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MAINS MARATHON COMPILATON (NOVEMBER) Questions General studies 1: Q.1) The recently proposed amendments to the Whistle Blowers Act, 2011 contradict the very purpose of the Act. Critically explain. Q.2) In the recent times, drug runners have been using the vast seas off India and Pakistan for running their rackets. Give suitable actions to be taken both on ground and port against this menace. Q.3) Do you think there is a need to broaden and stricken our laws against stalking in India? Substantiate. Q.4) Despite the existing medical facilities and healthcare infrastructure what proved to be largely inadequate to prevent the death of the children in Gorakhpur hospital tragedy? Suggest the immediate measures to be taken to handle the like situation. Q.5) The International Diabetes Federation (IDF) has recently convened a conference focussing on women suffering from Diabetes. In this regard, discuss the steps taken by government to tackle Diabetes and what more can be done for the prevention of diabetes in women? Q.6) In what ways the freedom of press has been restricted and protected in the India? How freedom of press is important for a democracy. Q.7) Recently, the incident of Indian child “Sherin” raised the concern regarding adoption of India children by foreign parents. Discuss the adoption guidelines and the legal process followed by the prospective parents to adopt an Indian Child abroad. Q.8) For the complete eradication of Tuberculosis from the country, Revised National Tuberculosis Control Program (RNTCP) was introduced. In this context, discuss what are the major loopholes of the programme and how National Strategic Plan for tuberculosis 2017– 2025 would be helpful in eradication of TB? Q.9) In the context of Severe Acute Malnutrition, what is Ready-to-use therapeutic food (RUTF)? What are the reasons that RUTF is gaining faith across many countries? why is India still reluctant to bring it into practice? Q.10) What are ‘three-mile challenges’ for the implementation of JAM (Jan Dhan-AadhaarMobile)? Explain the measures that can be taken against these challenges. Q.11) Although the strength of India ,socio-economically, is rooted in agriculture,But since decades the country has been witnessing the distress of the rural economy to a considerable 2 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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MAINS MARATHON COMPILATON (NOVEMBER) extent. What are the major problems of rural indian economy? What are the drawbacks of rural wages programmes in India? Q.12) Aadhaar has been in the headlines since a decade now. Discuss the need for Aadhaar in Indian democracy. What is JAM? What are the challenges for implementation of JAM? Q.13) The Election Commission of India is one of the pillars of democracy in the country.In this context, discuss the role of this institution in strengthening democracy in India.Discuss some of the reforms advocated by the Commission over the years.



General studies 2:



Q.1) The India is said to be a federation with a unitary bias. In this context, explain the relationship between the Centre and the States in India. Q.2) Discuss the significance of Inter State Council for India’s federalism. Q.3) A Parliamentary Budget Office helps MPs provide effective oversight over the functioning of parliament. How does Indian Parliament act as a Budget governing body? Explain Parliamentary Budget Office (PBO) and its role. Also, discuss the challenges ahead. Q.4) India has a plethora of public–private partnership (PPPs) in health,but how does NitiAayog’s model of privatizing district hospitals make a difference? Critically examine. Q.5) The plight of Sri Lankan refugees appears to have gone out of the public consciousness. Discuss the living conditions of Sri Lankan refugees in this context. Elaborate on the efforts put by Sri Lankan government and the results acquired through it. Q.6) China has recently advocated India to participate in the China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)and take benefit from the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). In light of this statement discuss the various objectives of the China-Pakistan economic cooperation. Further discuss the various factors that has led to India’s disagreement towards OBOR. Q.7) Discuss the objective behind the formation of Quad group with special reference to China. What are benefits India is looking to accrue from Quad? Q.8) The Maternity Benefit Act 1961 protects the dignity of motherhood at the time when she is not working. In light of the above statement, discuss the provision of Maternity benefit under Indian Constitution and the need of Maternity leave in India. 3 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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MAINS MARATHON COMPILATON (NOVEMBER) Q.9) India and Canada are taking forward the proposed bilateral trade and investment pacts. In light of the above statement, discuss the importance of Canada – India Free Trade Agreement (FTA). Also discuss the recent bilateral developments between India and Canada. Q.10) Indian courts’ are well known for pendency of cases. In this context, highlight the reasons for pendency of cases. How case management system can be useful in reducing the number of pending cases? Q.11) In a recent case in the Supreme Court, the National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) referred to itself as “a toothless tiger”. Why NHRC is called as a toothless tiger? What are the problems being faced by NHRC in discharging their functions? Q.12) Recently India and Philippines signed number of bilateral agreements. What is the significance of signing these agreements to a healthy bilateral relationship between two countries? Explain how Phillipines is important to India’s growing role in the Southeast Asian region. Q.13) What are the likely benefits for India if it’s claim for the membership of APEC is accepted? What are the barriers for India in joining APEC? Q.14) The Union Cabinet has approved creation of National Testing Agency (NTA) as an autonomous and self-sustained premier testing organization to conduct entrance examinations for higher educational institutions. What is the significance of this move for education sector of India? Q.15) What are commercial courts? What role has it played in promoting ease of doing business in India? Q.16) The India-ASEAN Summit symbolizes India’s commitment to deepen its ties with the ASEAN member states and the Indo-Pacific region as part of the ‘Act East Policy’. In light of the statement, discuss ASEAN broadly and several other dimensions of ASEAN that is important for India. Q.17) Why there have been demands of many countries including India for the reformation of United Nations Security Council? In this context, highlight the need for reforms in UNSC. Why India want to become a permanent member of UNSC? Q.18) India and China will hold the 20th round of border talks in the end of December, the first since the 73 days standoff at Doklam. Discuss the Indo – China border conflict in light of the above statement. Also discuss the commercial relations between them.
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MAINS MARATHON COMPILATON (NOVEMBER) Q.19) China advocated India to shed its objections to the China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) and take benefit from the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). In reference to above statement, Explain how both OBOR and CPEC is a threat to India and how should India counter it. Q.20) Can setting up a separate court for politicians involved in criminal activities breach the law of equality? What are factors to be taken into concern before setting up the special courts? Q.21) Boiler explosions are not new to India and these explosions have caused big disasters. In this context discuss the safety measures provided under Indian Boilers Act-1923 and in your opinion what more can be done to prevent these disasters. Q.22) What is the three-judge case? What are the problems Indian Judiciary is facing today? Also, discuss the steps taken by the government to tackle it. Q.23) India hosted Charles, the Prince of Wales with an agenda to revive the future of the Commonwealth. What is the significance of Commonwealth meetings in present scenario and the importance that it holds for India specifically in the context of trade and services? Q.24) The Public Distribution System (PDS) evolved as a system for distribution of food grains at affordable prices and management of emergency situations. What is the significance of the Public distribution system in India? What are the limitations of the distribution system in India? What are the suggested ways to improve the distribution system in India? Q.25) A diverse group of eight Indian citizens submitted a draft Progressive Uniform Civil Code to the Chairman of the Law Commission. Briefly discuss the necessity of Uniform Civil Code for India and the hindrances coming in the way of its implementation. Elucidate a little on the new draft Progressive Uniform Civil Code. Q.26) What is the “New Mission-Based Deployment Plan” by the Indian Navy? Also highlight the major maritime challenges faced by India. Q.27) The Supreme Court has successfully managed to bring down its case backlog below 60,000 through concerted efforts. In light of the above statement, discuss the reasons behind the case backlogs in the Indian judiciary. What are the various factors worsening the situation in India? What are the suggested ways to improve the present situation? Q.28) America wants to be India’s most “reliable partner” in an increasingly uncertain world. In the light of this statement highlight the present India-U.S. relations. How both nations can further develop their relationship?
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MAINS MARATHON COMPILATON (NOVEMBER) Q.29) Child marriage has historically cast a shadow over rape law reform in India. In the light of the statement highlight the reasons for prevalence of Child Marriage in India. What are the consequences of child marriage in India?



General studies 3:



Q.1) In a landmark initiative, Centre has promulgated the Indian Forest (Amendment) Ordinance, 2017 to exempt bamboo grown in non-forest areas from definition of tree. Discuss the significance of this decision and what is the need for enhancing bamboo sector in India Q.2) The Supreme Court directed that vehicles without valid pollution under control (PUC) certificates would not be eligible for the annual insurance. In light of the statement, discuss the rules related to PUC certificates. Also discuss the need and the legal aspect of acquiring it. Q.3) Recently, the Ministry of Housing flagged off a new index-The National Housing Bank(NHB) Residex, designed to track housing price trends in 50 cities across India. What is NHB Residex and also discuss the reasons behind the rise in housing prices. Q.4) As India marks 50 years of the Green Revolution this year, the Indian farmers are still facing crisis. Discuss the reasons behind low income of farmers and measures taken to increase it. Q.5) India and developing countries scored an important victory at the climate change conference as key demands on ‘pre-2020 actions’ was agreed. In context to this statement Discuss the significance of UN convention on climate change conference? Further discuss the various initiatives by India to achieve its commitments for climate change? Q.6) The Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas announced that BS6 fuel might be available in Delhi from April 1, 2018 in order to try and curb the rampant air pollution crisis. In context to the above statement, discuss the major causes contributing to the pollution in Delhi and surrounding areas? Further discuss the ways to curb the problem. Q.7) Recently Geographical Indication Tag status provided to Banglar Rasogolla of West Bengal and Mamallapuram stone sculptures of Tamil Nadu. In this context, highlight the meaning of Geographical Indication? What are the significance of awarding GI status to any product? Q.8) The Reserve Bank of India has recently decided not to pursue a proposal for introduction of Islamic banking in the country. Critically explain the impact of Islamic banking in the banking sector? 6 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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MAINS MARATHON COMPILATON (NOVEMBER) Q.9) Climate is always changing then why is climate change a concern? What are the challenges for India in the context of the same? Q.10) As farmers in India struggle with dwindling incomes and soaring costs, with huge debts triggering a wave of suicides, experts said one solution may be to only work part-time on the land. Explain the statement. Q.11) The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) continues to remain the net purchaser of the U.S. currency after it bought $1.259 billion in September from the spot market. In line with the exchange business, discuss the impact of the intervention and RBI’S role as a custodian of the Indian Foreign exchange market. Q.12) India’s power sector has been generating much potential in recent times, but what possibly went wrong with solar energy with respect to Make in India initiative? Also discuss the need of the hour to be taken into consideration. Q.13) Commerce and Industry Ministry is planning to expand exports by increasing agriexports. Discuss the benefit that this step will incur. Also suggest what more can be done for promoting exports of agricultural products? Q.14) India recently raised the issue at the ICRG against Pakistan demanding FATF (Financial Action Task Force) a compliance report on terror funding. What is Financial Action Task Force? Discuss the role Financial Action Task Force play in combating money laundering and terrorist financing. Further discuss the significance of FATF in India’s Context? Q.15) The government is all set to begin work to connect around 60 of India’s largest rivers despite several issues still awaiting to be sorted. Discuss the significance and scope of National River Linking Project in this context. Also elaborate the benefits and the criticism related to interlinking of rivers. Q.16) Contract farming is helpful in enhancing agricultural productivity in India. In this context, discuss the significance of contract farming and its limitations. Q.17) In India, the food sector has emerged as a high-growth and high-profit sector due to its immense potential for value addition within the food processing industry. In this context, examine the major obstacles in the growth of this sector Q.18) Indian government has recently rejected the demand for differential pricing for cardiovascular stents. In this context, discuss the application of ‘stents’ in medical science. What are the various concerns related to the use of stents in India?
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MAINS MARATHON COMPILATON (NOVEMBER) Q.19) Antibiotic resistance is one of the biggest threats to global health, food security, and development today. Why do you think antimicrobial resistance is a major global concern? What accelerates the emergence and spread of antimicrobial resistance? Q.20) The International Conference on Environment 2017 was recently conducted on November 3 and 4. The conference followed the path of a tribunal like the National Green Tribunal (NGT). Why did India set up NGT? Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of having a tribunal like NGT? Q.21) The government has recently launched the the Pradhan Mantri Sahaj Bijli Har Ghar Yojana, or Saubhagya Scheme. In this context,What are the major problems of power sector in India? What are the causes of these? Q.22) What do you mean by term “Digitalization”? How it will help in achieving cashless economy? What are the advantages and disadvantages of cashless economy? What are the various steps taken by government towards cashless economy? Q.23) What do you mean by term “Non-Performing Assets (NPA)”? What are its implications on the Indian economy? What are the steps taken by the RBI, the Government of India in achieving lower NPAs through legal mechanisms?
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MAINS MARATHON COMPILATON (NOVEMBER) Answers



General studies 1: Q.1) The recently proposed amendments to the Whistle Blowers Act, 2011 contradict the very purpose of the Act. Critically explain. Introduction: 



 



Whistle Blowers Protection Act, 2011 is an Act in the Parliament of India which provides a mechanism to investigate alleged corruption and misuse of power by public servants and also protect anyone who exposes alleged wrongdoing in government bodies, projects and offices. The wrongdoing might take the form of fraud, corruption or mismanagement. The Act will also ensure punishment for false or frivolous complaints.



Need for amendment of Whistle Blowers Act, 2011:    







  



The reasons for which the Whistle Blowers Act should be amended are as follows: The act covers only central government employees; it does not include state government / private bodies. Whistleblowers commonly face retribution in different ways like, harassment, termination, blacklisting, threats and even physical violence. For instance: Many Right to Information Act (RTI) activists, including policemen, have been harassed and even murdered for seeking information to promote transparency and accountability in the working of every public authority in India. The law lacks specific criminal penalties for these types of physical attacks on whistleblowers—and given the number of violent attacks on complainants in the past, this is not a minor concern. There is a 7-year time limit to bring complaints, dating from the time the alleged corrupt practices occurred. India’s law does not define “victimization” and has a relatively narrow definition for “disclosure.” This again limits the effectiveness of any complainant safeguards.



Whistleblower Protection Act (Amendment) Bill, 2015: 



The loopholes of the Whistleblower Protection Act (Amendment) Bill, 2015 are as follows: 9 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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MAINS MARATHON COMPILATON (NOVEMBER) 



     







Whistleblowers should not be allowed to reveal any documents classified under the Official Secrets Act of 1923, even if the purpose is to disclose acts of corruption, misuse of power or criminal activities. It also puts a restriction on disclosure of any information that could prejudicially affect the interest of sovereignty and integrity of India and good relations with foreign State. The bill puts bars on the activity of whistle blowing in such a way that only some information obtained through RTI etc. has been kept in its ambit. The bill has come under heavy criticism from RTI activists and anti-corruption crusaders. They are of the opinion that the bill has created huge area of exceptions and due to which the state authorities would be out of reach of whistleblowers. They also claim that the proposed amendments were drafted without any kind of public consultation and participation. The amendment Bill seeks to remove immunity provided to whistle-blowers from prosecution under the draconian Official Secrets Act (OSA) for disclosures made under the Whistleblower Protection law. If whistle-blowers are prosecuted for disclosing information as part of their complaints and not granted immunity from the OSA, the very purpose of the law would be defeated.



Way Ahead:    



The people must be made aware about the act and its usage. Educating people is necessary so that they can understand the benefits of disclosing the wrongdoings. Incorporating state government / private bodies will widen the scope of anti-corruption. Individual’s identity shall not be disclosed at any cost until unless they give their consent on it or it is required in the public interest.



Q.2) In the recent times, drug runners have been using the vast seas off India and Pakistan for running their rackets. Give suitable actions to be taken both on ground and port against this menace. Introduction: 



As observed by the intelligence agencies, in the recent times, drug runners have been using the vast seas off India and Pakistan for running their rackets.
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MAINS MARATHON COMPILATON (NOVEMBER) 







For the past many years there have been several confrontation, occasional seizures and significant suspicious boat movements to reaffirm the intelligence assessment about the massive flow of drugs from Afghanistan into the Indian Ocean, and its distribution to the rest of the world. According to Indian intelligence agencies, drug syndicates have been exploiting the vast seas off India and Pakistan, which is easily accessible from several countries, for running their rackets.



Actions to be taken on port:  







   



Here are some more solutions to drug trafficking to consider: Physical barriers could be installed so far as possible in areas below the waterline such as rudder trunking, overboard openings, exposed thrusters/propeller regions, etc. as these are more susceptible to being used by the drug traffickers as conduits for housing the illegal substances. Training should be given to make the crew aware of the possibility that drug traffickers may try find accomplices in order to achieve their ulterior motives of smuggling the drugs. Warning signs or posters may additionally be pasted in the ship’s public areas for general awareness Making risk assessment with officers and the crew to the best of knowledge available when the port of call is alleged of drug smuggling Communicating and contacting the local port and custom authorities of the security threats and the measures to be imparted for combating drug trafficking. A record of all events should be made in the relevant logs for all the communications and activities that have been observed between the ship and the local authorities.



Actions to be taken on ground: 











If there are specific task force officers assigned to the reduction of drug trafficking in each community, then this would also likely limit the number of individuals involved in this trade. A thorough curriculum that looks at the illegal and illicit drugs for sale, the reasons why people take drugs and other forms of education may delay or eliminate the desire to experiment with them in the first place. Indian intelligence agencies have been successfully tracking satellite phones of drug syndicates to gain significant clarity on their operation.
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MAINS MARATHON COMPILATON (NOVEMBER) Q.3) Do you think there is a need to broaden and stricken our laws against stalking in India? Substantiate. Introduction:  



Stalking is not a mere annoyance. On the contrary, it is a crime that requires strict legal punishment.



What is Stalking?  



Stalkingis unwanted or obsessive attention by an individual or group towards another person. Stalking behaviours are related to harassment and intimidation and may include following the victim in person or monitoring them.



Statistical Data:   



A total of 674 cases of voyeurism and 4,699 cases of stalking were reported in the country during the 2014. In 2015, NCRB recorded a total of 6,266 complaints under stalking. According to the data from NCRB, AP and Telangana reported 504 cases of stalking in 2014 and 551 cases in 2015.



Need of strict law against stalking in India:    



 



Following are the reasons for which there is a need of strict law against stalking in India: Stalking is a violation of privacy. It directly impacts life and can puts the victim in danger. It is important for the government to understand how traumatic and inhibiting it is for a victim, especially a woman to be pursued with unwanted interest, and for such stalking to be considered as ‘normal’. There are times when stalking contains the seed for a bigger, often violent crime. It should not be forgotten that murders and acid attacks have had their origins in stalking.



Loopholes in the existing laws against stalking:  



The loopholes in the existing laws against stalking are: Section 354D of the Indian Penal Code, which pertains to stalking, is a bailable offence. 12 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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This has attracted the criticism that the police did not invoke more stringent provisions. The existing law has been severely criticized for being gender biased. According to the law, only a man can commit the offence on a woman. Laws against cyber stalking merely focused on financial crimes and neglected interpersonal criminal behaviors such as cyber stalking.



Q.4) Despite the existing medical facilities and healthcare infrastructure what proved to be largely inadequate to prevent the death of the children in Gorakhpur hospital tragedy? Suggest the immediate measures to be taken to handle the like situation. Introduction: 



The death of over 30 children within a span of 48 hours at the government-run Baba Raghav Das (BRD) Medical College hospital in Gorakhpur, Uttar pradesh, isn’t merely about oxygen cylinders and unpaid bills but it is a consequence of many deeper problems.



The deeper problems:      



Gorkhapur is the worst-affected region in the state due to encephalitis. Although vaccines are available, there is no such vaccine for checking Acute Encephalitis Syndrome. India’s abysmally low public spending on healthcare also tops the list of drawbacks. Another problem with India’s healthcare system is acute manpower shortage. A vast majority of people do not have health insurance in a country. India’s inability to find a workable model for taxation or insurance has left its poor particularly vulnerable.



Suggestions:  



 



The Medical Council of India (MCI) will have to reform the entire medical education system if these gaps of medical facilities have to be filled. In the meantime, more healthcare providers need to be brought into the system, including nurses, optometrists, anaesthetists and AYUSH (ayurveda, yoga and naturopathy, unani, siddha and homoeopathy) workers. Nurses especially can and should be empowered so that they can take off some of the load from physicians. The Indian Council of Medical Research needs to launch a special commission for U.P., treating it as a public health emergency. 13 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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Such a system should be non-commercial and regulated to contain costs, giving everyone affordable access to doctors, diagnostics and treatment. Strict laws should be formulated against irresponsibility and carelessness of any hospital’s administration.



Q.5) The International Diabetes Federation (IDF) has recently convened a conference focussing on women suffering from Diabetes. In this regard, discuss the steps taken by government to tackle Diabetes and what more can be done for the prevention of diabetes in women? As the theme for 2017, the International Diabetes Federation (IDF) is on a mission to make people more aware about ‘Women and Diabetes’, especially those pregnant and how their newborn may be affected by the condition. Measures taken in India by the government: National Programme Prevention and Control of Diabetes: 



The Government of India has launched the on National Programme Prevention and Control of Diabetes, Cardiovascular diseases and Stroke (NPDCS) on 8th January 2008.



Objectives of NPDCS:    



Prevention and control of Non- Communicable Diseases (NCDs). Awareness generation on lifestyle changes. Early detection of NCDs. Capacity building of health systems to tackle NCDs.



The following interventions are planned in the programme:   



Health promotion and health education for the community; early detection of persons with high levels of risk factors (at the risk of developing disease) through screening; and strengthening health systems at all levels to tackle NCDs and improvement of quality of care including treatment of sleep disorders and augmenting facilities of dialysis.



International Diabetes Federation: 



The International Diabetes Federation (IDF) is a worldwide alliance of over 230 national diabetes associations in more than 160 countries.
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The Federation is committed to raising global awareness of diabetes, promoting appropriate diabetes care and prevention, and encouraging activities towards finding a cure for the different types of diabetes.



Projects and activities of International Diabetes Federation:  



The International Diabetes Federation conducts a number of activities and projects: These include advocacy and lobbying work, education for people with diabetes and their healthcare providers, public awareness and health improvement campaigns, as well as the promotion of the free exchange of diabetes knowledge.



Other government measures:   



 



Governments should implement urban design policies to facilitate physical activity as a component of daily life. The private sector must collaborate to implement many of the prevention-oriented governmental policies. Non-governmental organisations can assist with the formation of multi – sectoral international networks and alliances to advocate for policy change, knowledge generation, and translation of research findings for policymakers. Academics and researchers should engage by improving research and surveillance systems and training young professionals to tackle these complex issues. Efforts are needed to educate the public about diabetes risk factors, prevention, and complications, using clear and simple messages.



What more can done?    



All women with diabetes should have access to pre-conception planning services to reduce risk during pregnancy. All women and girls should have access to physical activity to have a healthy life. Promoting opportunities for physical exercise especially in adolescent girls, particularly in developing countries, must be a priority for diabetes prevention. For type 1 diabetes Screening for diabetes and GDM should be integrated into other maternal health services. As an early detection ensure better care for women and reduced maternal mortality.
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Type 2 diabetes prevention strategies must focus on maternal health and nutrition and other health behaviours before and during pregnancy, as well as infant and early childhood nutrition. Antenatal care visits during pregnancy must be optimized for health promotion in young women and early detection of diabetes and GDM.



Q.6) In what ways the freedom of press has been restricted and protected in the India? How freedom of press is important for a democracy.  







Freedom of the press or freedom of the media is the freedom of communication and expression through various mediums, such as electronic media and published materials. Wherever such freedom exists mostly implies the absence of interference from an overreaching state and its preservation may be sought through constitutional or other legal protections. In India, freedom of the press has been treated as part of the “freedom of speech and expression” guaranteed by Article 19(1) (a) of the Constitution.



What are the restrictions of freedom of press?           







Article 19(2): The restrictions that apply to the “freedom of speech and expression” also apply to the “freedom of press and media”. Article 19(2), provides reasonable restrictions on the following grounds: Sovereignty & Integrity of India Security of the State Friendly relations with Foreign States Public Order Decency or Morality Contempt of Court Press Council of India: The Press Council of India acts as a watchdog for the print media. It has quasi- judicial powers which have empowered the council to hold hearings on receipt of complaints and take suitable action where appropriate. News Broadcasting Standards Authority (NBSA): In the case of television news, the News Broadcasting Standards Authority (NBSA) looks into violation of code of ethics laid out by the News Broadcasters Association (NBA). No law for protection of identity of sources: The protection of identity of sources used by the journalists is an important element in how they unearth the truth.
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However, in India, there are no statutory rights accorded to journalists to protect their sources. Criminal defamation: Criminal defamation, as defined under Section 499 of the Indian Penal Code, permits any person who has suffered damage in reputation on action of others to sue for defamation.



How can freedom of press be misused?     



There are often wide public outrages following the negative coverage by press. The press is often guilty of exhibiting a marked bias towards a certain political figure or a party or community or group. Freedom of the press is seen to block progress and to help businessmen make money. Freedom of press may divert attention of the Indian people from the real issues which are socio-economic, to non-issues. The press is also looked upon by its owners as a means of making money.



What is the importance of freedom of the press in democracy?      



Fundamental to a democratic society: The freedom of press is fundamental to a democratic society like India for it is helpful in strengthening democracy. Check on Government and Administrators: An independent press and news-media press acts as an important check on Government and Administrators. Voice against any social ill or wrong: It is also responsible to raise voice against any social ill or wrong. Strengthening a nation: It works towards strengthening the sovereignty and integrity of a nation. Acts for the public: At national, regional and local level, it is the public’s voice, activist and guardian as well as educator, entertainer and contemporary chronicler. Caution in passing judgments: The press exercises caution in passing judgments, especially on matters where the due process of law is yet to be completed.



Q.7) Recently, the incident of Indian child “Sherin” raised the concern regarding adoption of India children by foreign parents. Discuss the adoption guidelines and the legal process followed by the prospective parents to adopt an Indian Child abroad. Adoption of an Indian child 17 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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According to adoption guidelines notified in January this year, prospective adoptive parents have to be physically, mentally and emotionally stable, financially capable and should not have a life-threatening medical condition. Singles are eligible, but a single male cannot adopt a girl child. A couple must be married at least two years and their cumulative age at the time of adoption cannot exceed 110 years (55 in case of a single parent). The minimum age difference between the child and either adoptive parent should not be less than 25 years. Preference shall be given to place the child in adoption with Indian citizens and with due regard to the principle of placement of the child in his own socio-cultural environment, as per the Fundamental Principles of Adoption.



Formalities must for the prospective parents’ residing outside   



 







All prospective parents irrespective of nationality have to register with the Central Adoption Resource Authority (CARA). After registration, children are assigned by turn, and foreign couples are treated at par with Indian ones. Any Non-Resident Indian, Overseas Citizen of India or foreign prospective adoptive parents, living in a country which is a signatory to The Hague Adoption Convention and wishing to adopt an Indian child, can approach the authorized foreign adoption agency or the central authority for preparation of their home study report. Alternatively, they can approach the government department or Indian diplomatic missionconcerned in that country. The home study report, which looks at the couple’s family, circumstances, etc., is prepared by the adoption agency. It remains valid for two years, and is the basis of any adoption attempts that the couple make during that period. Parents are given a chance to adopt on a first registered, first served basis. They are shown photographs, child study reports and medical examination reports of up to six children in their preferred category. The process of matching must be completed in 15 days.



Child’s eligibility to get adopted 



A child has to be declared legally free to be adopted before being shown to a couple for adoption.
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When a missing child is found, the District Child Protection Unit has to advertise the particulars and photograph in a state-level newspaper with wide circulation within 72 hours of receiving the child. Local police have to submit a report about the child’s parents or any living family. The Child Welfare Committee declares the child legally free for adoption as per laid down procedures.



The legal process to adopt an Indian Child   



The adoption petition is filed in court by the adoption agency. Adoption proceedings have to be completed within two hearings and the petition has to be disposed of within two months of its filing. The certified copy of the order has to be obtained by the agency within 10 days. It must also obtain the birth certificate of the child with the names of the adoptive parents.



Q.8) For the complete eradication of Tuberculosis from the country, Revised National Tuberculosis Control Program (RNTCP) was introduced. In this context, discuss what are the major loopholes of the programme and how National Strategic Plan for tuberculosis 2017– 2025 would be helpful in eradication of TB? What is the Revised National Tuberculosis Control Program (RNTCP)?  



Revised National Tuberculosis Control Program (RNTCP) is the state-run tuberculosis (TB) control initiative of the Government of India. As per the National Strategic Plan 2012–17, the program has a vision of achieving a “TB free India”.



Objectives:  







RNTCP provides various free of cost, quality tuberculosis diagnosis and treatment services across the country through the government health system. The program uses the World Health Organisation (WHO) recommended Directly Observed Treatment Short Course (DOTS) strategy and reaches over a billion people in 632 districts/reporting units. It is also responsible for carrying out the Government of India five year TB National Strategic Plans.
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Though the Revised National Tuberculosis Control Programme (RNTCP) has treated 10 million patients, the rate of decline has been slow. RNTCP failed on universal access to early diagnosis and treatment and improving case detection. Also, India is far from reaching the 2030 Sustainable Development Goals, i.e. reducing the number of deaths by 90% and TB incidence by 80% compared with 2015.



What is National Strategic Plan for tuberculosis 2017– 2025? 



The national strategic plan for tuberculosis elimination (2017-2025), has set a goal of “achieving a rapid decline in burden of TB, morbidity and mortality while working towards elimination of TB by 2025.”



Highlights: 







 



The TB control programme plans to do away with the strategy of waiting for patients to walk in to get tested and instead engage in detecting more cases, both drug-sensitive and drug-resistant. The emphasis will be on using highly sensitive diagnostic tests, undertaking universal testing for drug-resistant TB, reaching out to TB patients seeking care from private doctors and targeting people belonging to high-risk populations. The other priority is to provide anti-TB treatment irrespective of where patients seek care from, public or private and ensure that they complete the treatment. The TB control programme also talks of having in place patient-friendly systems to provide treatment and social support.



Q.9) In the context of Severe Acute Malnutrition, what is Ready-to-use therapeutic food (RUTF)? What are the reasons that RUTF is gaining faith across many countries? why is India still reluctant to bring it into practice? What is Ready-to-use therapeutic food (RUTF)?   



Ready-to-use therapeutic food (RUTF) is a high-energy, micronutrient enhanced paste used to treat children under age 5 who are affected by severe acute malnutrition. RUTF is a packaged paste of peanuts, oil, sugar, vitamins, milk powder and mineral supplements, which contains 520-550 kilocalories of energy per 100 g. Additional ingredients may include nuts, legumes, grains and sweeteners to improve the taste. 20 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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The paste is given to children aged between six months and six years, usually after a doctor’s prescription.



Pros of Ready-to-use therapeutic food (RUTF):   



It is a practical solution where cooking facilities and fuel are limited. RUTF has a long shelf life and is safe for use even in the absence of clean drinking water. The use of RUTF allows those children without medical complications to be cured right in their own homes and communities.



How it works?    



In this approach, community health workers are trained in early detection to recognize cases of severe acute malnutrition and provide RUTF and routine medical care. At the same time, health workers learn to recognize medical complications and refer those children to hospitals and health centres for further inpatient treatment. The importance of the community-based approach is that early detection and early treatment leads to better rates of survival and the treatment of many more children. It also empowers communities and is much more cost-effective than inpatient treatment.



What are the cons of Ready-to-use therapeutic food for which India is reluctant to bring it into practice?       



Concerns have been raised that the use of RUTF may replace nutritional traditional practices and family foods. The government has no enough evidence for the long term benefits of RUTFs. Because once RUTF was stopped, children often slipped back into malnutrition. Moreover, RUTF may improve recovery slightly, but it’s not known that whether RUTF improves relapse, death or weight gain as the quality of evidence was very low. There is high cost involved in purchasing RUTFs packets which are not feasible for a longer run. There are chances of corruption by the intervention commercial exploitation beyond the treatment of severe acute malnutrition. Studies have proven that children who were given URTF found it too heavy to eat anything else afterward.



Usage of Ready-to-use therapeutic food (RUTF):
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RUTF was first introduced in situations of humanitarian emergencies during the early 2000s when access was a considerable barrier to expanding coverage of inpatient treatment. Its application within Community Management Of Acute Malnutrition (CMAM) – an inter-agency strategy supported by WHO, the World Food Programme, the UN Standing Committee on Nutrition and UNICEF – has resulted in a sharp rise in programme coverage and children treated successfully. Currently, 61 countries have some form of treatment for severe acute malnutrition with a community component available, compared to just 9 in 2005.



Q.10) What are ‘three-mile challenges’ for the implementation of JAM (Jan Dhan-AadhaarMobile)? Explain the measures that can be taken against these challenges. What is JAM? 



JAM (short for Jan Dhan-Aadhaar-Mobile) trinity refers to the government of India initiative to link Jan Dhan accounts, Mobile numbers and Aadhar cards of Indians to plug the leakages of government subsidies.



What are the challenges for implementation of JAM? Economic Survey divides JAM issues into three components  



Identification or First-Mile: Identification of beneficiaries by government Transfer or Middle-Mile: Transfer of fund to beneficiaries by government Access or Last-Mile: Access of fund by beneficiaries



The challenges of these components are as follows:l 







First-mile has issues of ghost and duplicate names due to administrative and political discretion and use of pre-Aadhaar database. beneficiary eligibility and identification as a first mile challenge has been acknowledged.It points to the need for beneficiary databases and the fact that the “accuracy and legitimacy of beneficiary databases have been hampered by the administrative and political discretion involved in grating identity proofs”. Indeed, the reason why the rollout of the National Food Security Act was extremely delayed was the fact that many state governments were reluctant to clean up and digitise their beneficiary databases. The middle-mile challenge relates to coordination within the government – the lesser number of departments involved in administering a particular subsidy, the easier it is to 22 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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roll out DBT. In the case of domestic fuel, for example, DBT was easier in the case of LPG because only the union petroleum ministry and the oil marketing companies (and their distributor. Main issue in this layer is of within-government coordination and dealing with supply chain interest groups. Last-mile layer faces issues of lesser Bank penetration, mostly in rural areas.The lastmile challenge is a significant one, which both supporters and critics of DBT have often flagged – the problem of banking infrastructure in rural areas and the failure of the banking correspondent model to take off. The Survey admits that “despite Jan Dhan Yojana’s record breaking feats, basic savings account penetration in most states is still relatively low” (46 per cent on average) and that mobile payments has not quite taken off in the rural areas. It also deals with issues of exclusion of genuine beneficiaries.



Other challenges are as follows:    



The process of putting new infrastructure in place can be extremely disruptive, as lack of education will make it difficult to understand new procedures. Aadhar accounts are not sufficiently opened as certain issues like privacy are affecting its credibility Some concerns about the effectiveness of Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT) to all schemes. For example: farmers are criticising they it would be difficult to pay high upfront costs for fertiliser and then wait for payments through banks.



What are the measures to be taken?  







  



Economic Survey argues that policymakers should decide where to apply JAM based on two considerations of: Amount of leakages: If amount of the leakages in a given scheme/area is huge then it can be next target for introduction of JAM as subsidies with higher leakages will have larger returns from introducing JAM. Control of the central government: Control of central government will reduce administrative challenges of co-ordination and political challenges of opposition by interest groups. Finance ministry should provide adequate and timely disbursement of transaction processing charges for the bank and agent network. There should be an increase in penetration of banks and financial institutions in rural areas. Strict monitoring of subsidy routes is to be maintained. Any suspicious activity should be thoroughly investigated by vigilance agencies 23 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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Banking Corresponding agents can be used to educate farmers not to fall into traps of moneylenders. There is need for infrastructure like cellular towers, cheap mobile plans because without mobile connectivity JAM would be meaningless. Government should see to it that various schemes like Smart City, Skill India, Digital India, Make In India are integrated with JAM and DBT so that less leakage and more productive results are achieved faster.



Q.11) Although the strength of India ,socio-economically, is rooted in agriculture,But since decades the country has been witnessing the distress of the rural economy to a considerable extent. What are the major problems of rural indian economy? What are the drawbacks of rural wages programmes in India? Context:  



Rural wages in India over the past few years seems to get over looked. This collapse and stagnation deserves a closer look than it has received thus far.



Rural economy in India: An overview:  



India is known as an agricultural country, as most of the population of villages depends on agriculture. Agriculture forms the backbone of the country’s economy. The agricultural sector contributes most to the overall economic development of the country.



The features of Indian rural economy are as follows: Commercialization of Agriculture: 



In the present days, a large part of rural economy has been opened up, which has made commercialization of agriculture possible.



Rural Society under the positive impact of Urbanism:   



Many industries have been flourished in rural areas, which are rich in the resources needed for the setting up of industries. Urbanism also brought development of rural roads and transport and communication. Contacts with the urban areas have created awareness among the rural masses about consumer goods. 24 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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Also, due to green revolution, the income levels of the rural people have increased, which encourages such consumption of goods possible.



Government initiatives: Mahatma Gandhi National Rural Employment Guarantee Act (MGNREGA): 



MGNREGA attempts to address two of the key concerns related to poverty in India: unemployment and a flagging agriculture sector.



The present policy frame of MGNREGA is based on three-pronged accomplishment to alleviate and reduce poverty in the country which constitutes:   



Stepping up of economic growth Direct strike on poverty through employment, income-generating programmes and assets creation for the poor and Human and social development policies for the poor and the needy.



Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Grameen Kaushalya Yojana or DDU-GKY:  



It is Government of India youth employment scheme. It aims to target youth, under the age group of 15–35 years. DDU-GKY is a part of the National Rural Livelihood Mission (NRLM), tasked with the dual objectives of adding diversity to the incomes of rural poor families and cater to the career aspirations of rural youth.



Prime Minister’s Employment Generation Programme (PMEGP): 



 



Jobs created by the Prime Minister’s Employment Generation Programme (PMEGP), generates employment in rural and urban areas by initiating new micro enterprises and small projects. Make in India Programme: The main aim of the Make in India programme is to generate employment in the manufacturing sector. Startup India: Under this programme, the government encouraged banks to provide finance to young entrepreneurs to start their own business ventures.



What are the problems of rural wages?
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Lower income of the people in rural areas is because of the low prices of agricultural products. Most new jobs in the rural are for unskilled workers, so the wages and nature of the work are unattractive. There is a strong gender disparity, where the female worker is paid only 70% of what the male worker earns. With the advent of Green Revolution, money wage rates started increasing, but with the raise of prices, real wage rates did not increase. Increase in wages, unaccompanied by productivity increases, could lead to a wage-price spiral, thereby offsetting the positive impact of initial increase in real wages on welfare. If increase in wages in one sector leads to subsequent increase in wages across the economy, thecompetitiveness of the economy could be negatively impacted.



What are the drawbacks of rural wages programmes in India?     



Objectives of one program conflict with those of others, and there is no institutional mechanism for reconciling them. Poor norms of fixation, enforcement, implementation and coverage in various parts of the country are other important drawbacks. Different wages are fixed for the same work in different sectors. Thus there is no justification of labour cost. The funds which are allotted for a particular wage program is not supervised. Hence, it is not used with honesty. There is ardent insufficiency of manpower, training and efficiency to run these rural wages programmes.



Q.12) Aadhaar has been in the headlines since a decade now. Discuss the need for Aadhaar in Indian democracy. What is JAM? What are the challenges for implementation of JAM? Context: 







The Centre has instructed the States not to deny Public Distribution System benefits to any person who does not have Aadhaar or has not linked the ration card to the 12-digit biometric identifier It also asked the States not to delete eligible households from the list of beneficiaries for non-possession of Aadhaar.
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The Ministry’s directive mentions that until Aadhaar is assigned to the beneficiary, subsidised foodgrains will have to be given on production of ration card, enrolment slip and other stipulated documents. Irrespective of whether all members of an eligible household have Aadhaar, full quantity of subsidised foodgrains or transfer of food subsidy on complaince with the requirements will have to be extended. Even in the case of failure of biometric authentication due to a glitch or poor biometric quality, the beneficiary will have to be given the benefits on production of Aadhaar card along with the ration card.



What is Aadhaar?   



The Aadhaar is the name of the Unique Identification Number that the Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI) issues to every resident of India. It is a twelve digit number which is linked the resident’s demographic and biometric information. The data is collected by the Unique Identification Authority of India (UIDAI), a statutory authority established in January 2009 by the Government of India, under the Ministry of Electronics and Information Technology, under the provisions of the Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery of Financial and other Subsidies, benefits and services) Act, 2016.



What is the need of Aadhaar?        



The Aadhaar Project is an attempt to aid in real time verification. The objective of the scheme is to issue a unique identification number which can be authenticated and verified online. A large part of the Indian population had no IDs or relied on IDs like ration cards and Voter Cards. This necessitated the need for a single digital ID which could be verified anytime, anywhere in India. The Aadhaar would also facilitate the access to host of governmental benefits and services. For the effective enforcement of individual rights it became necessary to have a unique identification number. A clear registration and recognition of the individual identity with the state is necessary to implement their rights, to employment, education, food etc. Aadhaar project has been linked to some public subsidy and unemployment benefit schemes like the domestic LPG scheme and MGNREGS. In these Direct Benefit Transfer 27 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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schemes, the subsidy money is directly transferred to a bank account which is Aadhaarlinked. On 29 July 2011, the Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas signed a memorandum of understanding with UIDAI. The Ministry had hoped the ID system would help them eliminate loss of the subsidised kerosene and LPG. In May 2012, the government announced that it will begin issuing Aadhaar-linked MGNREGS cards On 26 November 2012, a pilot project was launched in 51 district



What is UIDAI?     



The Unique Identification Authority of India was established in 2009 and functions as part of the Planning Commission of India. UIDAI is a government agency that has been mandated by the government to develop, identify and set up the necessary infrastructure for issuing Aadhaar cards and robust enough to eliminate duplicate and fake identities, and can be verified and authenticated in an easy, cost-effective way. The agency issues cards with the help of several registrar agencies composed of stateowned entities and departments as well as public sector banks and entities such as the Life Insurance Corporation of India.



What is JAM? 



JAM (short for Jan Dhan-Aadhaar-Mobile) trinity refers to the government of India initiative to link Jan Dhan accounts, Mobile numbers and Aadhar cards of Indians to plug the leakages of government subsidies.



Benefits:       



The three modes of identification would help deliver direct benefits to India’s poor. The Aadhaar would help in direct biometric identification of disadvantaged citizens. Jan Dhan Bank accounts and mobile phones will help direct transfer of funds into their accounts. The scheme would bring all Indians into the mainstream and would end the social as well as economic exclusion. The government can transfer resources to citizens faster and more reliably and with less leakage. It will help government to identify various beneficiaries of various schemes. It will be generate huge infrastructure available at lower cost. 28 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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Economic Survey divides JAM issues into three componentsIdentification or First-Mile: Identification of beneficiaries by government Transfer or Middle-Mile: Transfer of fund to beneficiaries by government Access or Last-Mile: Access of fund by beneficiaries



The challenges of these components are as follows: 











First-mile has issues of ghost and duplicate names due to administrative and political discretion and use of pre-Aadhaar database. beneficiary eligibility and identification as a first mile challenge has been acknowledged.It points to the need for beneficiary databases and the fact that the “accuracy and legitimacy of beneficiary databases have been hampered by the administrative and political discretion involved in grating identity proofs”. Indeed, the reason why the rollout of the National Food Security Act was extremely delayed was the fact that many state governments were reluctant to clean up and digitise their beneficiary databases. The middle-mile challenge relates to coordination within the government – the lesser number of departments involved in administering a particular subsidy, the easier it is to roll out DBT. In the case of domestic fuel, for example, DBT was easier in the case of LPG because only the union petroleum ministry and the oil marketing companies (and their distributor. Main issue in this layer is of within-government coordination and dealing with supply chain interest groups. Last-mile layer faces issues of lesser Bank penetration, mostly in rural areas.The lastmile challenge is a significant one, which both supporters and critics of DBT have often flagged – the problem of banking infrastructure in rural areas and the failure of the banking correspondent model to take off. The Survey admits that “despite Jan Dhan Yojana’s record breaking feats, basic savings account penetration in most states is still relatively low” (46 per cent on average) and that mobile payments has not quite taken off in the rural areas. It also deals with issues of exclusion of genuine beneficiaries.



Other challenges are as follows:   



The process of putting new infrastructure in place can be extremely disruptive, as lack of education will make it difficult to understand new procedures. Aadhar accounts are not sufficiently opened as certain issues like privacy are affecting its credibility Some concerns about the effectiveness of Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT) to all schemes. 29 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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For example: farmers are criticising they it would be difficult to pay high upfront costs for fertiliser and then wait for payments through banks.



What are the measures to be taken?  







     



Economic Survey argues that policymakers should decide where to apply JAM based on two considerations of: Amount of leakages: If amount of the leakages in a given scheme/area is huge then it can be next target for introduction of JAM as subsidies with higher leakages will have larger returns from introducing JAM. Control of the central government: Control of central government will reduce administrative challenges of co-ordination and political challenges of opposition by interest groups. Finance ministry should provide adequate and timely disbursement of transaction processing charges for the bank and agent network. There should be an increase in penetration of banks and financial institutions in rural areas. Strict monitoring of subsidy routes is to be maintained. Any suspicious activity should be thoroughly investigated by vigilance agencies Banking Corresponding agents can be used to educate farmers not to fall into traps of moneylenders. There is need for infrastructure like cellular towers, cheap mobile plans because without mobile connectivity JAM would be meaningless. Government should see to it that various schemes like Smart City, Skill India, Digital India, Make In India are integrated with JAM and DBT so that less leakage and more productive results are achieved faster.



What are the schemes linked to Aadhaar? 











Proof of identity: Aadhaar is accepted as a valid identity proof by the Central and all State governments for availing services, including application for passport, opening of bank or insurance accounts, getting telephone and mobile phone connections, and buying rail tickets and availing concessions. Verifications of electoral rolls: In order to keep a check on multiple entries in electoral rolls, the Election Commission has started a drive to include Aadhaar number along with Electors Photo Identity Card or voter ID card. Bank Accounts and transactions: The Centre made quoting of Aadhaar mandatory for opening of bank accounts as well as for any financial transaction of 50,000 and above. 30 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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Provident fund: The Employees Provident Fund Organisation allots a Universal Account Number in order to facilitate smooth transfer of funds when an employee switches companies. By linking his/her Aadhaar to this UAN, the employee can transfer the PF amount directly to the saving account. Filing I-T returns: The government has made it mandatory to link Aadhaar with PAN to eliminate multiple PAN used by individuals.



What is Public Distribution System?   







Public distribution system (PDS), launched in June 1947, is an Indian food security system. Established by the Government of India under Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food, and Public Distribution and are managed jointly by state governments in India. Public distribution system is a government-sponsored chain of shops entrusted with the work of distributing basic food and non-food commodities to the needy sections of the society at very cheap prices. Wheat, rice, kerosene, sugar, etc. are a few major commodities distributed by the public distribution system.



Problems of Public Distribution System:       



Corruption: The PDS which was introduced to protect the food security of poor is highly corrupted. The collusion between officials and sellers create a way to distribute poor quality of entitlements or less than the actual amount to beneficiaries. Substandard quality: Public distribution system in country suffers from irregular and poor quality of entitlements that distributed through fair price shops. Adulteration, quality and underweight is a major problem faced by the beneficiaries. Fake ration cards: The presence of fake ration cards are the cards that are issued for fictitious family and genuine ration cards are used by someone else. The actual entitlements that are meant for poor households are thus deprived. Wrong classification of economic status: Households are wrongly classified into incorrect class i.e. above poverty line (APL), below poverty line (BPL) and Anthyodaya Anna Yojana (AAY) to distribute the PDS entitlements.



What is the Aadhaar Act, 2016?
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The Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery of Financial and other Subsidies, benefits and services) Act, 2016 is a money bill of the Parliament of India. It was passed on the 11 March 2016 by the Lok Sabha. It aims to provide legal backing to the Aadhaar unique identification number project.



Benefits: 



 



Aadhaar Act seeks to provide efficient, transparent and targeted delivery of subsidies, benefits and services to individuals residing in India by assigning them unique identity numbers (UID) or Aadhaar number. It will be used for all benefit that will be linked to consolidated fund of India or the expenditure incurred from it. Both central and state government can use Aadhaar for disbursal for benefits and subsidies.



What is the debate between Aadhaar and Right to Privacy?   



 



Aadhaar is a product of what started as an idea of biometric identity cards for the Border States in India in the wake of the increased terrorist activity. But now the government is trying to implement the new UID scheme by masking it as a developmental agenda. Deeper questions of surveillance by the state, invasion of privacy at all levels, and the very fact of human beings being depicted to be mere numbers in the eyes of state leading to violation of dignity arise as a result of the UID project. Every decision made by a human in India could be under state surveillance. This could potentially lead to the denial of, and access to, many important social opportunities and other facilities for a particular section of people, who could be discriminated against by the state, using the information gathered from the UID.



What are the issues with Aadhaar? 1. Questionable Legal Backing: The current legal backing of Aadhar is via a money bill. The Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery of Financial and other Subsidies, benefits and services) Act, 2016 came into force in 2016, but this is now challenged in Supreme Court. 2. Issues with sharing information collected under Aadhaar – The provisions in the Aadhaar (Targeted Delivery of Financial and other Subsidies, benefits and services) Act, 2016 Act with regard to the protection of identity information and authentication
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3.



4.



5.



6.



records may be affected by recent verdict by Supreme Court that Right to Privacy is a Fundamental Right. Violation of rights – It was argued that the UIDAI might share the biometric information of people with other government agencies and thus would violate people’s right to privacy. They also thought that using the biometric data, people might be singled out, tracked, harassed and have their rights violated. A five-judge bench of the apex court will test the validity of Aadhaar from the aspect of privacy as a Fundamental Right soon. Has potential to profile individuals – The Act does not specifically prohibit law enforcement and intelligence agencies from using the Aadhaar number as a link (key) across various datasets (such as telephone records, air travel records, etc.) in order to recognise patterns of behaviour. Techniques such as various computer programmes across data sets for pattern recognition can be used for detecting potential illegal activities. However, there may be chances that innocent individuals can be identified incorrectly. Discretionary powers of UIDAI – The Act empowers the UID authority to specify demographic information that may be collected. The only restriction imposed on the authority is that it shall not record information pertaining to race, religion, caste, language, records of entitlements, income or health of the individual. This power will allow the authority to collect additional personal information, without prior approval from Parliament. Furthermore, UID has exclusive power to make complaints and the courts cannot take cognizance of any offence punishable under the Aadhaar Act unless a complaint is made by the UID authority. The time period for maintaining authentication records – The bill does not specify the maximum duration for which authentication records may be stored by the UID authority. Instead, it allows the UID authority to specify this through regulations. Maintaining authentication records over a long time period may be misused for activities such as profiling an individual’s behaviour



Conclusion:  



Even though Aadhaar passes through a series of controversies, it is in the hands of the common mass and the government to make it successful. The success of Aadhaar implies a country free from terrorism and poverty.



Q.13) The Election Commission of India is one of the pillars of democracy in the country.In this context, discuss the role of this institution in strengthening democracy in India.Discuss some of the reforms advocated by the Commission over the years. 33 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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A petition was filed in the Supreme Court pointing out the vagueness in the procedure for removal of Election Commissioners. The petitioner added that the ambiguity on the removal procedure of the Election Commissioners might affect the functional independence of the Election Commission.



Role of Election Commission in India What is Election Commission of India?   







The Election Commission was established in 1950. It is a permanent and an independent body established by the Constitution of India directly to ensure free and fair elections in the country. Article 324 of the Constitution provides that the power of superintendence, direction and control of elections to parliament, state legislatures, the office of president of India and the office of vice-president of India shall be vested in the election commission. The Commission is an all India body having jurisdiction over elections to Parliament, State Legislatures, offices of the president and Vice-President.



What is the composition of Election Commission of India?      







Chief Election Commissioner and Election Commissioners: The President appoints Chief Election Commissioner and Election Commissioners. They have tenure of six years, or up to the age of 65 years, whichever is earlier. They enjoy the same status and receive salary and perks as available to Judges of the Supreme Court of India. The Chief Election Commissioner can be removed from office only through impeachment by Parliament. Two-thirds of the Lok Sabha and the Rajya Sabha need to vote against him for disorderly conduct or improper actions. Regional commissioners: The president may also appoint after consultation with the election commission such regional commissioners as he may consider necessary to assist the election commission. State level: At the state level, the election work is supervised, subject to overall superintendence, direction and control of the Commission, by the Chief Electoral Officer of the State.
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District and constituency levels: At the district and constituency levels, the District Election Officers, Electoral Registration Officers and Returning Officers, who are assisted by a large number of junior functionaries, perform election work.



What are the powers and functions of Election Commission of India? 



The powers and functions of the Election Commission with regard to elections to the Parliament, state legislatures and offices of President and Vice-President can be classified into three categories:



Administrative: 



The commission has the powers to function in accordance to the Delimitation Commission Act of the Parliament.



    



It can decide the territorial boundaries of the electoral constituencies. It has the powers to register or deregister a political party. It enforces the ‘Model Code of Conduct’ and ensures the implementation of it. It keeps a check on the election expenses of the political parties to ensure a level playing field for all the political parties irrespective of their size and thus the capacity to spend.



Advisory:    



The Commission has the powers to advise the President of India regarding the disqualifications of the members of Parliament. The Commission also advises the Governor with respect to the disqualifications of members of the State Legislature. It advises the High Court / Supreme Court in matters related to post election disputes. It advises the president whether elections can be held in a state under president’s rule in order to extend the period of emergency after one year.



Quasi-Judicial   



The Election Commission has the powers to settle disputes with respect to the recognition granted to the political parties. It is also authorised to act as a court for matters related to disputes arising out of allotment of election symbols to the political parties. It can request the president or the governor for requisitioning the staff necessary for conducting elections. 35 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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In democracy elections play a vital role because during the elections they create consciousness among the voters. Elections usher in awakening in society, impart political educations and bring about national unity. Elections provide a way for the citizens of India to choose their leaders which ensures the fact thatthe will of the people is reflected in the elected candidates. Election is a device which a modern state creates amongst its citizens a sense of involvement and participation in public affairs. Most importantly, the vote of the citizens serves to emphasis the importance for a democratic state of seeing the fact that the power to form a government ultimately rests on their hands.



What are the loopholes in the functioning of the election commission?    



The Constitution has not prescribed the qualifications (legal, educational, administrative or judicial) of the members of the Election Commission. The Constitution has not specified the term of the members of the Election Commission. The Constitution has not debarred the retiring election commissioners from any further appointment by the government. Even though the Chief Election Commissioner and the Election Commissioners enjoy the same decision-making powers, however, Article 324(5) does not provide similar protection to the Election Commissioners.



What are the recent reforms in the Election Commission of India (ECI)? 



 







Electronic Voting Machine: Since there were clear evidences of booth capturing and problems in counting votes, the Election Commission of India introduced Electronic Voting Machines. The machines are to bring transparency and minimum human discretion in the voting process. Code of Conduct: The ECI formulated code of conduct when the election dates are announced, co-ordinates with administrative machinery to strictly enforce the do’s and don’ts in elections to ensure a transparent voting. None of the Above(NOTA): Recently introduced, NOTA has been mentioned in electoral voting machine to not chose any candidate mentioned in the machine ,thereby giving citizen right to reject. 36 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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Amendments to the Representation of People’s Act: The Election Commission is preparing a proposal seeking an amendment to Section 58A of the Representation of the People Act, 1951, which empowers to adjourn or cancel elections on the ground of booth-capturing.



Other reforms proposed by Election Commission of India over the years: De-criminalization of politics: 







 



For preventing persons with criminal background from becoming legislators, the Commission has made a proposal for disqualifying (from contesting election) a person against whom charges have been framed by a Court for an offence punishable by imprisonment of 5 years or more. Under the existing law (ROP Act, 51) there is a disqualification once a person is convicted and sentenced to imprisonment of two years or more (in the case of certain offences mentioned in sub-sections (1) of Section-8, conviction itself leads to disqualification, even without any sentence of imprisonment). The Commission’s proposal is for disqualification even prior to conviction, provided the court has framed charges. As a precaution against foisting false cases on the eve of election, it has been suggested that only those cases in which charges are framed six months prior to an election should be taken into account for that election.



Political parties reforms: 











The Commission has suggested that legal provisions be made to regulate the functioning of political parties and the Commission should be empowered to regulate registration as well as de-registration of political parties. The political parties should be legally required to get their accounts audited annually. The audited accounts should be put in public domain. There should be transparency in the fund raising and expenditure of political parties.. Income tax exemption for donations should be given only for those political parties which contest election and win seats in the Parliament/State Legislature.



Misuse of religion for electoral gain: 



A Bill was introduced in the LokSabha in 1994 [R.P. (second amendment) Bill,1994], whereby an amendment was proposed providing for provision to question before a High Court, acts of misuse of religion by political parties. The Bill lapsed on the 37 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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The Commission has been proposed amendment in the Representation of People Act, 1951, to provide therein that publishing and abetting the publishing of `paid news’ for furthering the prospect of election of any candidate or for prejudicially affecting the prospect of election of any candidate be made an electoral offence with punishment of a minimum of two years imprisonment.



Punishment for electoral offences to be enhanced: 







Undue influence and bribery at elections are electoral offences under Sections 171B and 171C, respectively, of the IPC. These offences are non-cognizable offences, with punishment provision of one year’s imprisonment, or fine, or both. Under Section 171-G, publishing false statement in connection with election with intent to affect the result of an election, is punishable with fine only.



Government sponsored advertisements:  



For six months prior to the date of expiry of the term of the House, there should be a ban on advertisements on achievements of the Government. Advertisements/dissemination of information on poverty alleviation and health related schemes could be exempted from the ban.



Prohibition of Campaign during the Last 48 Hours: 







Section 126 of the Representation of the People Act, 1951, prohibits electioneering activities by way of public meetings, public performance, processions, advertisements through cinematograph, television or similar apparatus during the period of 48 hours before the time fixed for conclusion of poll. However, this Section does not include print media. The Commission has proposed that Section 126 should apply equally to the print media also. • The Commission has further proposed that house to house visits by candidates/supporters should also be specifically prohibited during the period of 48 hours, to allow the electors period of tranquil to decide their option. Necessary amendments should be carried out in Section 126. 38 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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Section -125A of R.P. Act, 51, provides that furnishing false information in the affidavit filed by the candidate is an offence punishable by imprisonment upto six months or with fine. There is no clear provision for follow-up action in the event of candidates filing false affidavits. There are several complaints of false statements in affidavits, false statements mislead the electors. In order to strengthen the disclosure provision, the Commission has recommended that Section-125A of R.P. Act, 51, should be amended to provide that any complaint regarding false statement in the affidavit filed by the candidates in connection with the nomination paper shall be filed before the Returning Officer (RO) concerned within a period of 30 days from the date of declaration of the election and that it shall be the responsibility of the RO to take proper follow-up action Alternatively, complaint can lie directly to the Magistrate Court.



Negative/neutral voting: 



In the ballot paper and on the ballot unit, after the particulars relating to the last candidate, there should be provisions for a column `none of the above’ to enable a voter to reject all candidates if he sodesires.



Amendment of law to provide for filing of election petition even against defeated candidates on the ground of corrupt practice:   



As per the existing law, election petition (EP) can be filed only for challenging an election of the returned candidate (winner). If a defeated candidate has indulged in corrupt practice, there is no provision for election petition against such candidate. Commission has recommended that the law should be amended to provide for filing of EP in cases of commission of corrupt practice by a losing candidate as well.



Ban on transfer of election officers on the eve of election: 



In the case of general election, there should be a ban against transferring any election related officer without the concurrence of the Commission for a period of six months prior to the expiry of the term of the House. 39 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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The Commission should be given the power to frame rules under the R.P. Act, 1950 and



Totalizer for counting of votes:   



The proposal is for amendment of the Rules to provide for the use of totalizer for counting of votes at EVM elections. Using totalizer , it would be possible to take out the results of votes polled in a group of 14 EVMs together as against the present practice of counting votes polling station wise. In such a system of counting, the trend of voting in individual polling station areas would not be known. This will prevent intimidation and post election victimization of electors.



General studies 2: Q.1) The India is said to be a federation with a unitary bias. In this context, explain the relationship between the Centre and the States in India. The Indian nation is said to be a federation with a unitary bias. Part XI of the Indian Constitution (Articles 245 through 263) deals with centre-state relations. The Centre was made more powerful as is revealed from the following facts:  Single Citizenship: The Indian federation is a dual polity with a single citizenship for the whole of India. There is no State citizenship.  A Strong Centre: The result of the distribution of powers between the federation and the units is that the State Governments are governments of limited and enumerated powers.  Single Constitution for Union and States: Indian Constitution embodies not only the Constitution of the Union but also those of the States. Furthermore, the States of the Indian Union have a uniform Constitution.  Centre Can Change Name and Boundaries of States: In India, the Centre has a right to change the boundaries of the States and to carve out one State out of the other.  Single Unified Judiciary: In India, the Supreme Court and the High Court’s form a single integrated judicial system. They have jurisdiction over cases arising under the same laws, constitutional, civil and criminal.  Unitary in Emergencies: The Indian Constitution is designed to work as a federal government in normal times, but as a unitary government in times of emergency.
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MAINS MARATHON COMPILATON (NOVEMBER) Common All-India Services: The Constitution has certain special provisions to ensure the uniformity of the administrative system and to maintain minimum common administrative standards without impairing the federal principle.  Inequality of Representation in the Council of States: There is bicameralism in India but in the Council of States, States have not been given equal representation.  Appointment of Governor by President: The Heads of the State—the Governor—are appointed by the President. They hold office during his pleasure. This enables the Union Government to exercise control over the State administration.  Appointment of the High Court Judges by the President: Appointments to the High Courts are made by the President, and the Judges of the High Courts can be transferred by the President from one High Court to another.  The Office of the Comptroller and Auditor-General: The Comptroller and AuditorGeneral of India has an organisation managed by the officers of the Indian Audit and Account Services, a central service, who are concerned not only with the accounts and auditing of the Union Government but also those of the States.  Centralized Electoral Machinery: The Election Commission, a body appointed by the President, is in charge of conducting elections not only to Parliament and to other elective offices of the Union, but also to those of the State Legislature.  Flexible Constitution: The Indian Constitution is not very rigid. Many parts of the Constitution can be easily amended.  Control over State Laws: Certain laws passed by the State Legislature cannot come into operation unless they have been reserved for the approval of the President of India. Financial Dependence of States: In a federation, as far as possible, States should be financially self-sufficient so that these enjoy maximum autonomy. 



Q.2) Discuss the significance of Inter State Council for India’s federalism. The Inter State Council (ISC) is a constitutional body created under the Article 263 of the Constitution in pursuance of the Sarkaria Commission. It is a forum to discuss problems between center and states. Relevance of Inter-State Council:  The Inter State Council has also become significant in the backdrop of tensions brewing between Centre and some states regarding resource allocation and disputes related to jurisdiction.  It can act as a forum for ironing out these disputes in pursuance of cooperative federalism. 41 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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Introduction 



A Parliamentary Budget Office (PBO) is an independent and impartial body linked directly to Parliament that provides technical and objective analysis of Budgets and public finance to the House and its committees.



Indian Parliament as a Budget-approving body 



  



The Indian Parliament is a Budget-approving body contributing to budgetary matters in the following notable ways: presentation of the Budget;scrutiny of the demands for grants of various ministries;debate;consideration and approval of the Budget. To carry out these functions effectively, Parliament requires institutional, analytical and technical competence. Parliament as a Budget-approving body, makes it compulsory for its members to be well-informed for a legitimate approving process. Establishing a PBO within Parliament is undoubtedly necessary as an instrument for addressing bias towards spending and deficits and, more significantly, for enhancing fiscal discipline and promoting accountability.
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It can also generate quality public debate on Budget policy and public finance, enabling parliamentarians to engage meaningfully in the Budget process.



Role of BPO       



Independent and objective economic forecasts; Baseline estimate survey; Analyzing the executive’s Budget proposal; and providing medium- to long-term analysis. Costing is standard practice for many PBOs. A PBO can present either its own independent economic forecast or it can validate the government’s, providing an objective analysis on the official forecast. A PBO can perform other tasks depending on its mandate, resources and requirements of parliamentarians or committees. These may include general economic analysis, tax analysis, long-term analysis, options for spending cuts, outlining a budgetary framework that reflects priorities of the nation, bespoke policy briefs.



Key Challenges 



  



Any country that establishes a PBO faces challenges that are threefold—guaranteeing independence and viability of the office in the long-run; ability to carry out truly independent analysis; and demonstrating impact. Countries have adopted different models to suit their specific needs. India will need to ensure the independence and non-partisanship of such a body for it to have credibility with legislators. This may best be done if it is established as a statutory body reporting directly to Parliament. A clear set of deliverables may be desirable.



Q.4) India has a plethora of public–private partnership (PPPs) in health,but how does NitiAayog’s model of privatizing district hospitals make a difference? Critically examine. Introduction: 



The Health Ministry and the NITI Aayog have developed a Public Private Partnership (PPP) framework to let private hospitals run services within district hospitals, on a 30year lease for three non-communicable diseases i.e. cardiac disease, pulmonary disease, and cancer care. 43 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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The salient features of the NITI Aayog’s proposed PPP are: It pushes for PPPs focussed on cancers, heart conditions and respiratory tract diseases in non-metros. It would see private healthcare service providers bid for a 30-year contract to upgrade and operate these facilities within district hospitals. The scheme is designed to address the acute shortage of trained personnel and infrastructure in public hospitals, particularly those situated away from large cities and metropolitan centres. The NitiAyog asserts that the scheme will lead to infusion of resources by the private sector, and will expand access to healthcare services. Beneficiaries of the government insurance schemes will be able to get treatment at these hospitals but there will be no reserved beds or quota of beds for free services. General patients will also be allowed to seek treatment.



The major drawbacks:        



The major drawbacks of the PPP are: It brings forward the questions that how will public and private managements coexist in the same physical space. Private hospitals are also known to overcharge devices like stents and drugs that are the key revenue earning centres. The model does not provide any information on the pricing strategy and its impact on public budgets. Under the Aayog model, several costs are being subsidised, rates charged ought to be half of the CGHS rates. An implementation of the proposal will further worsen inequity in access to healthcare services. Private providers, following the money trail, will stay away from poor and remote districts, leaving these to the public sector to manage. This will further weaken the ability of public hospitals to attract and retain trained doctors and other health workers, as public services will be restricted to the poorest areas where working conditions are the most difficult.



Conclusion: The simple remedy could be to significantly enhance investment in public healthcare services, including in the training of health workers. 44 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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Nearly three decades after taking shelter in India, a majority of Sri Lankan Tamil refugees appear to be in two minds in going back to their country despite normalcy returning to the once war-torn island nation. Uncertainty over a peaceful future back home as well as the consequences of returning to India again are the major deterrents for them.



The living condition of Sri Lankan refugees     



The condition of shelters, restrictions on movement, and limited scope of livelihood opportunities is pathetic. They having been staying in such condition, the one lakh-odd Sri Lankan refugees, in Tamil Nadu ever since the anti-Tamil pogrom in Sri Lanka in July 1983 occurred. Statelessness is a major problem for a section of refugees whose roots are from central parts of Sri Lanka, generally called hill country. The refugees also suffer from social and psychological problems as reports of suicides, school dropouts and child marriage show. Many middle-aged refugees worry about their children’s future, given the fact that 40% of camp refugees are below 18 years.



Efforts by Sri Lankan government  



As 28,500 refugees are said to be stateless, the Sri Lankan government, in 2003 and 2009, amended its laws to enable easier repatriation. Tamil political parties ask the refugees to return so that the strength of elected representatives from the Tamil-majority Northern Province will go up in the Sri Lankan Parliament.



What are the results?
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The voluntary reverse flow of refugees has happened only incrementally. Even the end of the Eelam War in May 2009 and the decision of Indian authorities in January 2016 to waive visa fees and overstay penalty on a case by case basis for willing persons have not made a huge difference. In the last eight and a half years, hardly 10% of the refugees (9,238 people) went back through a scheme implemented by Indian officials along with the office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). There is perhaps good reason for the refugees’ reluctance to return.



Improvement in lifestyle  



 



Around 62,000 refugees, living in 107 camps across Tamil Nadu, have been receiving various relief measures of the Central and State governments. In addition, in recent years, the Tamil Nadu government has taken steps for scores of young boys and girls of the refugee community to join professional courses, particularly engineering, benefitting eligible candidates among 36,800 non-camp refugees in the State too. Regardless of the quality of housing and the nature of their jobs, several camp refugees have experienced a perceptible improvement in their lifestyle. The refugees know well that if they go back to Sri Lanka, they will not get many of the benefits they have been enjoying in Tamil Nadu.



Change in status quo  



Currently, for both India and Sri Lanka, the repatriation of refugees does not seem to be a priority. India and Sri Lanka both cannot afford continuing with the status quo either, as Tamil Nadu holds the distinction of hosting the largest number of refugees in India.



Q.6) China has recently advocated India to participate in the China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)and take benefit from the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). In light of this statement discuss the various objectives of the China-Pakistan economic cooperation. Further discuss the various factors that has led to India’s disagreement towards OBOR. Introduction 



China counselled India to shed its objections to the China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) and take advantage of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) 46 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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China-Pakistan cooperation projects are focused on four areas: Energy projects, transport infrastructure, Gwadar Port, and industrial cooperation. Major energy projects include construction of a 300 megawatt solar power plant by Chinese company Synergy, and work has already started on more than half of the remaining sixteen planned energy projects. In terms of transport infrastructure, reconstruction and upgrade works of the Karakoram Highway (KKH) within Pakistan are underway The construction of the Karachi-Lahore Motorway also started this March. For the development of Gwadar Port, on November 11, 2015, Pakistan handed over 280 hectares of land use rights to a Chinese company for a term of forty-three years, and construction on new facilities is already underway. Chinese projects in Pakistan under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor already employ more than 6,000 Pakistani workers, showing that the close relationship between China and Pakistan has already moved from the policy announcement to the project implementation stage. The amount of funds involved, the depth of the exchanges, and the number of people participating is unprecedented in relations between these two countries.



Factors contributing to disagreement    



  



For India, to be a part of OBOR or to not be, has been a dilemma for some year but in May the government decided not to. The decision appears to be strong keeping sovereignty as the main agenda upfront. Being part of OBOR would have raised several questions on connectivity, financial responsibility, transparency and the environment. CPEC (China-Pakistan Economic Corridor) already runs through the Indian Territory illegally occupied by Pakistan, signing OBOR at such violations would be disrespectful towards our own sovereignty. It poses a major security threat to India as Beijing is trying to encircle New Delhi by undertaking construction projects in the neighbouring countries Joining OBOR can give legitimacy to the alleged state-sponsored terrorism from Pakistan,that can now spread to the rest of J&K. China is trying to connect railway lines to Pakistan, Myanmar, Nepal and Bangladesh primarily with a view to further create far greater difficulty for India from the security point of view 47 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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The ‘Quad’ has formed nearly a decade after the failed first attempt to bring the four countries together – India, Japan, Australia and the United States (U.S).



Major Objectives  







Key issues of common interest in the “Indo-Pacific region” were discussed, with an eye on China and the aim reaching a common ground on a “free and open” Indo-Pacific. Quad formation will be upholding the rules-based order in the Indo-Pacific and respect for international law, freedom of navigation and over flight; increases connectivity; coordinate on efforts to address the challenges of countering terrorism and upholding maritime security in the Indo-Pacific. Part of the discussions were proliferation threats, “including North Korea’s nuclear and missile issues, against which maximized pressure needs to be applied, ensuring freedom of navigation and maritime security in the Indo-Pacific, and countering terrorism and other issues.



Specific concerns related to China 



 







 



The boiling regional tension with China and Beijing’s assertiveness over the South China Seaissue, a statement from the Australian Foreign Ministry informed that freedom of navigation figured at the ‘Quad.’ Australia is troubled by China’s growing interest in its land, infrastructure and politics and influence on its universities. Japan suspects Chinese support to North Korea which led to the two missile-launches over its territory. Aforementioned, Japan believed that China has tried to bully it on several territorial issues. China has border disputes with India and the recent Doklam standoff hit bilateral relations. To India’s dislike, China’s closeness with Pakistan, not only blocks its path into the Nuclear Suppliers Group but also work against its interests on the issue of terrorism. Moreover, both India and Japan will have to counter China to balance the power equation in the region. US already annoyed with China, sees this as an opportunity to regain its influence in the Indo-Pacific region. 48 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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China’s continuous addressal of the region as Asia Pacific clearly depicts the change in US strategy which is Washington keeping India at the centre of its game plan in Asia.



Benefits India looking to accrue       



India would have to work hard to make things work for the ‘Quad’ for the benefit of its own. India will have to actively push the other three countries to work towards creating an environment for free and fair trade in the region. Ensuring peace and stability will be India’s major concern. India by refusing to join OBOR is charting its own strategy to connect Central Asian and Southeast Asian markets. There is a proposal to build a ports-based model with Japan including African countries and Australia might be willing to join the network. It will be in the interest of India as ‘Quad’ will act as an alternative to China globally. There is another proposal to promote free trade and defence cooperation across the Indian Ocean – from South China Sea to Africa, to countervail China’s OBOR.



Q.8) The Maternity Benefit Act 1961 protects the dignity of motherhood at the time when she is not working. In light of the above statement, discuss the provision of Maternity benefit under Indian Constitution and the need of Maternity leave in India. Introduction The Maternity Benefit Act is there to protect the dignity of motherhood and the dignity of a new person’s birth by providing for the full and healthy maintenance of the woman and her child at this important time when she is not working. Maternity benefit and Indian Constitution 







Article 15(3) of the Indian Constitution empowers the State to make special provisions for women. The main object of Article 15 (3) is based on “protective discrimination” keeping in view the weak physical position of women. The purpose is that a “women’s physical structure and the performance of maternal functions places her at a disadvantaged position in the struggle for subsistence, and her physical well-being becomes an object of public interest. This provision has enabled the State to make special statutory provisions exclusively for the welfare of women. 49 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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Article 21, Right to Life and Personal Liberty means the right to lead meaningful, complete and dignified life. It does not have restricted meaning. Therefore, the State must guarantee to a pregnant working woman all the facilities and assistance that she requires while protecting her employment as well as her own and her child’s health. The Directive Principles of State Policy contained in Part IV of the Constitution of India, under Article 41 requires the State to make effective provision for securing the right to work and to education. Article 42 requires that the State shall make provision for securing just and humane conditions of work and for maternity relief.



Need of Maternity leave benefits 



    







Economic dependence of women gives rise to their subordination in society today. Hence to remove such subordination and to lay the foundation of equality women too must be made economically independent. To support such initiative the Government must provide some conditions which are suitable for the needs of women. To curb such problem and protect the economic rights of women there is need for maternity benefits for a female employee. Women are entitled to these benefits as the child bearing process is intensely painful and can cause bodily damage. This may severely affect the future work of the woman as an employee and decrease her productivity so there is a need for maternity benefits for the women worker. To safeguard working women and their rights to remain self-reliant and economically independent, maternity benefits are required. Whatever is needed to facilitate the birth of child to a woman who is in service, the employer has to be considerate and sympathetic towards her and must realize the physical difficulties which a working woman would face in performing her duties at the work place while carrying a baby in the womb or while rearing up the child after birth. To remove the hardship of the women workers, the concept of maternity benefit is needed in order to enable the women workers to carry on the social function of child.



Q.9) India and Canada are taking forward the proposed bilateral trade and investment pacts. In light of the above statement, discuss the importance of Canada – India Free Trade Agreement (FTA). Also discuss the recent bilateral developments between India and Canada.
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In the proposed Canada-India Free Trade Agreement (FTA), officially known as the Comprehensive Economic Partnership Agreement, it is expected to exchange theirrespective services trade wish list, indicating the areas where they would like to gain from the trade pact. India is focusing on ensuring easier movement of Indian skilled workers to Canada for short-term work. The last round of FTA negotiations saw modalities on goods trade taking shape. The proposed bilateral Foreign Investment Promotion and Protection Agreement (FIPPA) is about to be finalized. India and Canada had concluded the FIPPA talks in June 2007, however, the agreement has not yet been ratified and made operational. India is learnt to have had reservations regarding the inclusion of provisions on the Investor-State Dispute Settlement (ISDS) mechanism in the FIPPA. The ISDS, enables investors to sue governments before international tribunals and seek huge compensation for the economic harms they suffer due to reasons including policy changes. India has been negotiating its investment pacts on the basis of its new Model Bilateral Investment Treaty Text since December 2015.



Recent bilateral developments Trade in services 



On trade in services, India will reach for easing norms in Canada, Canada’s Temporary Foreign Worker Program to help Indian skilled workers, especially professionals from the Information Technology field, to take up short-term project work.



Increase in Customs duty 



India’s recent decision to increase the rate of basic customs duty on peas to 50% from nil duty has upset Canada which is a major pulses exporter to India.
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The Indian government said that the duty increase was compliant with the World Trade Organization norms, adding that the move was taken due to the bumper harvest of pulses in India.



The Canada-India Technology Summit  



Three Canadian Ministers will lead a trade mission to India from November 13 to 17, accompanied by a delegation of nearly 200 Canadian business representatives. The Ministers will participate in the Canada-India Technology Summit, where there will be several significant business and innovation announcements involving top-tier Canadian companies.



Increasing bilateral relations 



Canadian investment into India has increased by nearly $15 billion over the past three years, and the number of Canadian companies active in India stands at over 1000.



Q.10) Indian courts’ are well known for pendency of cases. In this context, highlight the reasons for pendency of cases. How case management system can be useful in reducing the number of pending cases? Indian court’s are well known for pendency of cases. There are around 59,000 case pending in the Supreme Court(SC), over four million in high courts (HC) and a mind-boggling 25 million in subordinate courts. As of March 2016 Supreme Court contributed almost 60,000 cases to blocklog/pendency India has just 13 judges per million of its population. While most developed countries have 50 and some even more than 100. Reasons for pendency of cases:      



Corruption: There is huge corruption in appointment especially at lower judiciary. Lack of transparency: there is lack of transparency and objective appointment process. Culture of litigation and lack of penetration of alternative dispute redressal mechanism such as arbitration, mediation etc. Frequent transfer of judges: Huge transfer of judges takes the interest out of them to hear the cases that their successor may give judgment to, after the transfer. Poor dispute resolution mechanism. Filing of the frequent government litigation keep the courts busy instead of serving justice to the people speedily. 52 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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The special leave petition (SLP) which the Constituent Assembly hoped would be used sparingly, but which now dwarfs the work of the Supreme Court. Increasing number of state and central legislations. Appeals against orders of quasi-judicial forums going to high courts Frequent adjournments and indiscriminate use of writ jurisdiction. Expensive and delayed justice: Judicial proceedings are prohibitively expensive, confusing for commoners and delay in justice delivery has denied gainful opportunities for many. Lack of expertise: Judiciary lacks expertise in dealing with new age problems like Corp Tax, Cyber laws, International treaties, Climate change and its conservative attitude is exploited and corrupt go scot free. Proliferation through SLPs: A lot of cases are entertained under article 136, which would otherwise not fall in the criminal/appellate/advisory jurisdictions. Corruption is also an major issue in judicial system as it is any other government department especially in lower courts increasing transparency and accountability corruption can be bought down. Absence of separate Commercial Courts to adjudicate on disputes of civil nature resulting in large number of pending civil suits related to various business and services related disputes in the high courts.



Case Management policy:        



The case management policy can yield remarkable results in achieving more disposal of the cases. Under this, the court sets a timetable for the case and the judge actively monitors progress. This marks a fundamental shift in the management of cases—the responsibility for which moves from the litigants and their lawyers to the court. The Committee on survey of the progress made in other countries has come to a conclusion that the case management system has yielded exceedingly. Is mandate is for the Judge or an officer of the court to set a time-table and monitor a case from its initiation to its disposal. The Committee on survey of the progress made in other countries has come to a conclusion that the case management system has yielded exceedingly good results. Model Case Flow Management Rules have been separately dealt with for trial courts and first appellate subordinate courts and for High Courts. These draft Rules extensively deal with the various stages of the litigation. 53 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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The High Courts can examine these Rules, discuss the matter and consider the question of adopting or making case law management and model rules with or without modification, so that a step forward is taken to provide to the litigating public a fair, speedy and inexpensive justice.” Based on the nature of dispute, the quantum of evidence to be recorded and the time likely to be taken for the completion of suit, the suits shall be channeled into different tracks. Track I may include suits for maintenance, divorce and child custody and visitation rights, grant of letters of administration and succession certificate and simple suits for rent and for eviction. Track 2 may consist of money suits and suits based solely on negotiable instruments. Track 3 may include suits concerning partition and like property disputes, trademarks, copyrights and other intellectual property matters. Track 4 may relate to other matters. All efforts shall be taken to complete the suits in track 1 within a period of 9 months, track 2 within 12 months and suits in track 3 and 4 within 24 months.” There would have to be separate Case flow management rules for high courts, civil cases in subordinate courts and criminal cases in subordinate courts. There are many states for which only civil CFM rules have been passed for subordinate courts.



Q.11) In a recent case in the Supreme Court, the National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) referred to itself as “a toothless tiger”. Why NHRC is called as a toothless tiger? What are the problems being faced by NHRC in discharging their functions? In a recent case in the Supreme Court, the National Human Rights Commission (NHRC) referred to itself as “a toothless tiger”. Why NHRC is called as a toothless tiger? 







NHRC has also informed the court that it had no power to act against persons or authorities who did not follow the guidelines laid down by it nor did it have the power to issue directives or pass orders but could only make recommendations. It is because NHRC investigates human rights violation cases, sometimes in remote areas, with very limited resources. The evidence collected is put to forensic judicial adjudication by its chairman and members, who are former judges. But at the end, when NHRC arrives at a finding, it can only recommend remedial measures or direct the state concerned to pay compensation. 54 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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Most human rights commissions are functioning with less than the prescribed Members. This limits the capacity of commissions to deal promptly with complaints, especially as all are facing successive increases in the number of complaints. Scarcity of resources is another big problem. Large chunks of the budget of commissions go in office expenses, leaving disproportionately small amounts for other crucial areas such as research and rights awareness programmes. NHRC is deluged with too many complaints. Hence, in recent days, NHRC is finding it difficult to address the increasing number of complaints. As human rights commissions primarily draw their staff from government departments – either on deputation or reemployment after retirement – the internal atmosphere is usually just like any other government office Strict hierarchies are maintained, which often makes it difficult for complainants to obtain documents or information about the status of their case.



Q.12) Recently India and Philippines signed number of bilateral agreements. What is the significance of signing these agreements to a healthy bilateral relationship between two countries? Explain how Phillipines is important to India’s growing role in the Southeast Asian region. India and the Philippines inked four pacts providing for cooperation in a number of areas, including the defence and security, after Prime Minister Narendra Modi held wide-ranging talks with President Rodrigo Duterte, covering the entire gamut of bilateral relationship. Focus areas:  



 



Four agreements were signed between the two countries, which covered areas of defence, agriculture, small and medium enterprises and tie-up between think-tanks. President Duterte is also committed to improving the public health system and wants Indian infrastructure companies to pitch in his flagship “build, build and build programme”. Both the sides are interested to have private and public enterprises to cooperate in the defence sector, including on the off-shore patrolling vessels. Modi contributed two Indian rice seed varieties to the gene bank of the international rice research centre in the Philippines which he said is working towards mitigating global poverty and hunger by improving the cultivation of the key grains.
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Identifying terrorism as a major threat facing the two countries and the region, the two leaders also resolved to expand bilateral cooperation to effectively deal with the challenge. The Philippine’s president asks Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi to invite Indian generic medicine companies to sell their products to the Philippines American branded medicines are much more expensive compared to the generic medicine produced by India. India is the largest provider of generic medicine, accounting for 20% of global exports, based on volume.



Significance of bilateral relationship:     







The pact on defence cooperation was a significant outcome as it will boost cooperation in various spheres including in the areas of logistics. The other pacts will facilitate deeper cooperation in areas of agriculture and micro and small industries. It will lead to a “robust” relationship with India and particularly sought greater Indian investment in the pharmaceutical sector. Prime Minister Narendra Modi inaugurated rice field laboratory named after him International Rice Research Institute (IRRI) in Los Banos in Philippines. India is setting up regional centre of IRRI in Varanasi to develop high-yielding rice varieties to increase farmers’ income by enhancing and supporting rice productivity, reducing cost of production, value addition, diversification and enhancement of farmers’ skills. The MoU provides for cooperation in fields of rice production and processing, dryland farming systems, multi cropping system, bio-organic farming, arming, solid and water conservation and management, soil fertility, agro forestry, sericulture, livestock improvement etc.



“Flood-tolerant rice” 



 



Scientists at International Rice Research Institute (IRRI) in Los Banos, briefed the PM on flood-tolerant rice varieties, which can withstand 14-18 days of submergence and provide 1-3 tonnes more yield per hectare in flood-affected areas. The flood-resistant rice varieties that can withstand 14-18 days of submergence would help farmers and enhance their income. Salinity tolerant rice varieties will help farmers where the soil is saline, for example Kutch. 56 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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Economic relations have been relatively very slow and uneven to date. Various Joint Working Groups have been set up on Trade and Investment, on agriculture, on Health, on Tourism and on Renewable Energy. India is part of the Regional Economic Comprehensive Negotiations (RCEP) which will contribute to economic integration. India and Philippines are likely to post Asia’s fastest economic growth rates in the coming years as their working age population keeps expanding.



Political social security and Defence:      



ASEAN-India Summit and East Asia Summit have provided an excellent platform for regular meetings between leaders and from both countries. The Philippines supported India’s candidature for the non-permanent membership of the UN Security Council for the term 2011-12. India sought the support of the Philippines to get membership of the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) forum. Indian navy and coast guard ships continuously visit the Philippines and hold consultation with their counterpart. Training courses in both sides by armed forces intensified. India backed the Philippines in its dispute with China over islands in South China Sea.



Culture:    



Philippines culture had Indian influence. Both countries have cultural exchange programmes. The Philippines is also emerging as destination point for Indian Students. Many words in Tagalog language is from Sanskrit.



Counter Terrorism:   



Both the sides have a joint working group on counter-terrorism that meets regularly. India’s growing counter terror cooperation with the Philippines has positive implications for both countries. India’s finance assistance to ($500,000) to the Philippines to fight the Islamic state signals a reworking of its ASEAN outreach. 57 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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It would create a support group in the region for India’s efforts for the expansion of UNSC . It presents an option to S-E Asian nations to look up to against a bullying China; It would strengthen the leadership role of India to mentor the like-minded nations of S-E Asia on international platform like WTO, UNCTAD, UN etc. It sets into motion an informal endeavor towards a multi-polar world by creating options other than US, Russia and China as a global watchdog It vindicates India’s moral stance against state-sponsored terrorism, radicalisation and religious extremism;



Economically:  



It would create an amicable view of India in the S-E region to help it in seeking favourable terms of trade, like concessions, under bilateral agreements , FTAs etc It would serve India’s N-E region better with respect to opening of economy and ensuring the security;



Strategic: India has been constantly raising its voice against rising terrorism and radicalism. As the problem has become evident in Philippines, they can join the fight and invite more nations to reach an amicable solution for the problem.



Q.13) What are the likely benefits for India if it’s claim for the membership of APEC is accepted? What are the barriers for India in joining APEC? Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) is a forum for 21 Pacific Rim member economies that promotes free trade throughout the Asia-Pacific region. The Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) was established in 1989. It has become the pre-eminent economic forum in the Asia-Pacific economic region. Its primary purpose is to facilitate economic growth and prosperity in the region. APEC 58 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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APEC would provide India with an opportunity to socialize with the developed economies of Asia-Pacific region. With India’ entry in APEC, its chances to get into TPP and FTAAP brightens APEC is a missing link between India’s Act East Policy. APEC membership would embed India in the premier organization promoting free trade and economic cooperation in Asia.



Barriers for India    



Large trade deficit is not allowing India to be more liberal in trade policies. APEC member economies also have concerns over India’s trade policy and record in international trade negotiations. India’s role in endangering the WTO trade facilitation agreement has created a negative and constructive image in the eye of other countries. APEC membership would allow India to engage member countries on evolving trade and investment rules and norms.



Q.14) The Union Cabinet has approved creation of National Testing Agency (NTA) as an autonomous and self-sustained premier testing organization to conduct entrance examinations for higher educational institutions. What is the significance of this move for education sector of India? The Union Cabinet chaired by Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi has approved the creation of aNational Testing Agency (NTA) as a Society registered under the Indian Society Registration Act, 1860, and as an autonomous and self-sustained premier testing organization to conduct entrance examinations for higher educational institutions. The NTA will begin by conducting exams managed by the CBSE and gradually conduct other examinations too. It will be chaired by an eminent educationist appointed by the Ministry of Human Resource Development. There will be a Board of Governors comprising members from user institutions. This move is significant for education sector of India because of following reasons:
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Establishment of NTA will benefit about lakhs of students appearing in various entrance examinations. It will also bring in high reliability, standardized difficulty level for assessing the aptitude, intelligence and problem solving abilities of the students. NTA will benefit about 4 million students appearing in various entrance examinations. The NTA will initially conduct entrance examinations currently being conducted by CBSE. Other examinations will be taken up gradually a gradually after NTA is fully geared up. These examinations will be conducted in online mode at least twice a year to give adequate opportunity to candidates to bring out their best. In order to serve requirements of the rural students, it will locate centres at sub-district and district level and as far as possible it will undertake hands-on training to the students. It would locate the centres at sub-district/district level and as far as possible would undertake hands-on training to the students. Its creation will relieve the Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE)- which conducts exams like the National Eligibility-cum-Entrance Test- and the All-India Council for Technical Education of the burden of conducting entrance tests.



Q.15) What are commercial courts? What role has it played in promoting ease of doing business in India? Introduction:  



Commercial courts: The commercial courts attempts to cover a broad range of disputes within the scope of a ‘commercial dispute’. The definition broadly covers commercial disputes arising from ordinary transactions of merchants, bankers, financiers and traders such as those relating to mercantile documents, export and import of merchandise or service, admiralty and maritime law, transactions relating to aircraft, etc.



Commercial courts and ease of doing business:  



The commercial courts provides for strict deadlines for conduct of case, filing of written statements, filing of documents, filing of written statements, etc. Several new procedures have also been adopted by the The Commercial Courts, Commercial Division and Commercial Appellate Division of the High Courts Act, 2015 to make the process of hearing of the disputes faster. 60 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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The Act has also provided some detailed guidelines with respect to the factors which the Court has to consider when giving the direction about costs, that whether one party should bear all or some of the cost of the other party.



Indian’s performance within the legal framework according to the World Bank’s Ranking and the government’s take on it:    







India’s performance has been varied within the legal framework. The World Bank’s ranking marked “court system and proceedings in India” 4.5 out of a total of 5, but in management of cases, it was 1.5 out of 6. India also fared well in alternative dispute redress mechanism and scored 2.5 out of a total of 3 marks. The government is thus proposing amendments to facilitate the establishment of commercial courts, at the district level, in places where the High Courts have ordinary original civil jurisdiction. The specified value of commercial disputes would be brought down so as to expand the scope of commercial adjudication effectively and expeditiously.



Q.16) The India-ASEAN Summit symbolizes India’s commitment to deepen its ties with the ASEAN member states and the Indo-Pacific region as part of the ‘Act East Policy’. In light of the statement, discuss ASEAN broadly and several other dimensions of ASEAN that is important for India. Introduction 



The 10-member grouping ASEAN and India comprise a total population of 1.85 billion people which is one-fourth of the global population. The combined GDP has been estimated at over 3.8 trillion dollars.



ASEAN 



 



The Association of South-East Asian Nations (ASEAN) comprises of Indonesia, Singapore, Philippines, Malaysia, Brunei, Thailand, Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar and Vietnam. India’s relationship with ASEAN is an outcome of the significant changes in the world’s political and economic scenario since the early 1990s. ‘Look East Policy’ is India’s research for economic space. 61 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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The Look East Policy has today turned into a dynamic and action oriented ‘Act East Policy. PM at the 12th ASEAN India Summit and the 9th East Asia Summit held in Nay Pyi Taw, Myanmar, in November, 2014, formally enunciated the Act East Policy. India’s relationship with ASEAN is a key pillar of our foreign policy and the foundation of our Act East Policy. The up-gradation of the relationship into a Strategic Partnership in 2012 was a natural progression to the ground covered since India became a Sectoral Partner of the ASEAN in 1992, Dialogue Partner in 1996 and Summit Level Partner in 2002.



Security cooperation    



The main forum for ASEAN security dialogue is the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF). India has been attending annual meetings of this forum since 1996 and has actively participated in its various activities. The ASEAN Defence Ministers’ Meeting (ADMM) is the highest defence consultative and cooperative mechanism in ASEAN. The ADMM+ brings together Defence Ministers from the 10 ASEAN nations plus Australia, China, India, Japan, New Zealand, Republic of Korea, Russia, and the United States on a biannual basis.



Trade and Investment       



India-ASEAN trade and investment relations have been growing steadily, with ASEAN being India’s fourth largest trading partner. The annual trade between India and ASEAN stood at approximately US$ 76.53 billion in 2014-15. It declined to US$ 65.04 billion in 2015-16 essentially due to declining commodity prices amidst a general slowing down of the global economy. Investment flows are also substantial both ways, with ASEAN accounting for approximately 12.5% of investment flows into India since 2000. The ASEAN-India Free Trade Area has been completed with the entering into force of the ASEAN-India Agreements on Trade in Service and Investments on 1 July 2015. ASEAN and India have been also working on enhancing private sector engagement. ASEAN India-Business Council (AIBC) was set up in March 2003 in Kuala Lumpur as a forum to bring key private sector players from India and the ASEAN countries on a single platform for business networking and sharing of ideas.
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The year 2017 also completes 15 years of India-ASEAN dialogue at the summit. 2017 also commemorates the completion of five years of strategic partnership between Asia’s third-largest economy and one of the most successful economic groupings in the world. India’s bid to accentuate its links with ASEAN comes at a time of flux in the region with China seen as growing more assertive vis-a-vis its territorial claims in the oil and gasrich South China Sea, which is also a major international maritime trade route.



Q.17) Why there have been demands of many countries including India for the reformation of United Nations Security Council? In this context, highlight the need for reforms in UNSC. Why India want to become a permanent member of UNSC? India has demanded transparency in the UN Security Council reform process so that the people can know what is preventing the members from translating discussions into a negotiating text for the much-needed revamp of the world body’s top organ.India has also been actively pursuing its quest to be included in the reformed United Nations Security Council. India supports expansion of both permanent and non-permanent members’ category. The latter is the only avenue for the vast majority of Member States to serve on the Security Council. Reform and expansion must be an integral part of a common package. Need for UNSC reform:      







Due to proliferating transnational threats, deepening economic interdependence worsening environmental degradation-all call for effective multilateral action. Lack of incremental change in our approach to issues of importance. The United Nations Security Council does not reflect “contemporary realities” and has become dysfunctional because of the lack of reform in the institution. There is institutional inertia. Delays in reforming the Security Council caused by “the inability to translate discussions into a text for negotiations. Even after a decade, UN members have not been able to agree on a single document that could form the basis for reforms, Akbaruddin said, while demanding greater transparency in the reform process. UNSC has to acknowledge the current geopolitical realities which are very different from the time when UNSC was formed.
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To reflect current global dynamics and to give equitable representation to different geographical regions in the world. New emergent powers who have joined hands as G4 (India, Brazil, Japan, and Germany) have been pressing for permanent seat in the council. UNSC general ineffectiveness, it strong bent towards the already powerful P5, the veto power and the issue of geographical representation. Presently, any reform of the United Nations Security Council would require the agreement of at least five two-thirds of UN member states, and that of all members of the United Nations Security Council. UNSC is facing credibility crisis.



Need for India’s permanent membership: 



   



Second largest population, third largest economy in PPP terms, leading IT power, civilization legacy, cultural diversity and largest troop contributor UN Peace Keeping operations. Moral dimensions and image of peace loving nation which produced the likes Buddha and Gandhi. Biggest democracy in the world and in the current geo-politics our contribution and influence cannot be ignored. India has always been of the countries at the forefront of providing peacekeepers and their peacekeeping forces are often considered best. South Asia being victim of repercussions rimes like terrorism, war, extremism India gains more say on its and neighbor problems.



Q.18) India and China will hold the 20th round of border talks in the end of December, the first since the 73 days standoff at Doklam. Discuss the Indo – China border conflict in light of the above statement. Also discuss the commercial relations between them. Introduction 







India – China relations have undergone dramatic changes over the past five decades, ranging from the 1950‘s with a deep hostility in the 1960‘s and 1970‘s to a rapprochement in the 1980‘s and a readjustment since the demise of Soviet Union. The modern relationship began in 1950 when India was among the first countries to end formal ties with the Republic of China and recognize the PRC as the legitimate 64 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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government of Mainland China. China and India are the two most populous countries and fastest growing major economies in the world. India and China are playing an increasingly important role in the world economy. A better relationship would boost trade ties, investments and employment in the two countries, and even augment global growth.



The Indo-China border conflict 



Sovereignty over two large and various smaller separated pieces of territory have been contested between China and India



1.



The westernmost, Aksai Chin, is claimed by India as part of the state of Jammu and Kashmir and region of Ladakh but is controlled and administered as part of the Chinese autonomous region of Xinjiang.







It is a virtually uninhabited high-altitude wasteland crossed by theXinjiang-Tibet Highway.



2.



The other large disputed territory, the easternmost, lies south of theMcMahon Line. It was formerly referred to as the North East Frontier Agency, and is now called Arunachal Pradesh.







The McMahon Line was part of the 1914Simla Convention between British India and Tibet, an agreement rejected by China.



What were the troubled areas between India and China? 



 



Chinese road building project in the Himalayas has become the center of an escalating border dispute between India and China, with both sides accusing the other of territorial intrusions. The controversial road which runs through the disputed Doklam Plateau, on the unmarked border between China and Bhutan. China is becoming a major hurdle to India’s membership to NSG.



The commercial relations between the nations 



Trade volume between the two countries in the beginning of the century, year 2000, stood at US$ 3 billion. 65 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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In 2008, bilateral trade reached US$ 51.8 billion with China replacing the United States as India’s largest “Goods trading partner.” In 2011 bilateral trade reached an all-time high of US$ 73.9 billion. In 2016, India’s top exports to China included diamonds, cotton yarn, iron ore, copper and organic chemicals. In 2016, China exports of electrical machinery and equipment saw an increase of 26.83%to US$ 16.98 billion. India was the largest export destination of Fertilizers exports from China. There are three border trade points between India and China viz. Nathu La Pass (Sikkim), Shipki La Pass (Himachal Pradesh) and Lipulekh Pass (Uttarakhand).



Investments   



According to data released by China’s Ministry of Commerce, the Chinese investment in India in Jan-Mar 2017 were to the tune of US$ 73 million. Cumulative Investment in India till March 2017 stood at US$ 4.91 billion. According to data released by China’s Ministry of Commerce, the cumulative Indian investment in China till March 2017 reached US$705 million.



Economic Relations   



India-China economic relations constitute an important element of the strategic and cooperative partnership between the two countries. Several institutional mechanisms have been established for enhancing and strengthening economic cooperation between the two countries. In accordance with the MoU signed during Chinese Premier Wen Jiabao’s visit to India in April 2005, the two sides have since successfully held eight Financial Dialogues in April 2006, December 2007, January 2009, September 2010,November 2011, September 2013, December 2014 and August 2016 respectively.



Q.19) China advocated India to shed its objections to the China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) and take benefit from the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI). In reference to above statement, Explain how both OBOR and CPEC is a threat to India and how should India counter it. Introduction 



CPEC (China-Pakistan Economic Corridor) already runs through the Indian Territory illegally occupied by Pakistan, signing OBOR at such violations would be disrespectful towards our own sovereignty. 66 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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It poses a major security threat to India as Beijing is trying to encircle New Delhi by undertaking construction projects in the neighbouring countries Joining OBOR can give legitimacy to the alleged state-sponsored terrorism from Pakistan,that can now spread to the rest of J&K. China is trying to connect railway lines to Pakistan, Myanmar, Nepal and Bangladesh primarily with a view to further create far greater difficulty for India from the security point of view



OBOR   



    



The most ambitious project of Xi Jinping announced in year 2013 is referred to as One Belt One Road. There are 2 components of this initiative: the Silk Road Economic Belt and the 21st Century Maritime Silk Road (exhibit The Silk Road Economic Belt is envisioned as three routes connecting China to Europe (via Central Asia), the Persian Gulf, the Mediterranean (through West Asia), and the Indian Ocean (via South Asia). The 21st Century Maritime Silk Road is planned to create connections among regional waterways. It focuses on improving connectivity among Asian countries Africa, China and Europe. The main crux is to grow land routes as well as maritime routes. The policy is significant to China as it aims to boost its deistic growth. China’s uses OBOR as a strategy for economic diplomacy.



Significance of OBOR 



  







Creating an infrastructure and providing connectivity to foster economic cooperation as partners in development are the explicit objectives. Its implicit objectives include both economic and political. OBOR could help earn higher returns on surplus savings or capital exports and it could provide a new source of external demand. It could use the excess capacities in railways, steel, metals and cement, to provide work for their construction companies, while using their experience of infrastructure projects. OBOR is a means of extending political spheres of influence, mostly in Africa at present, to South East Asia, South Asia, Central Asia and West Asia. It is about buying regional leadership in the quest for hegemony. It is a stepping stone for China’s aspirations of global leadership by creating a rival to the transatlantic economic area with the US at its apex. 67 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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OBOR should make the world recognize the global aspirations of China.



China-Pakistan economic cooperation (CPEC)   



  











China-Pakistan cooperation projects are focused on four areas: Energy projects, transport infrastructure, Gwadar Port, and industrial cooperation. Major energy projects include construction of a 300 megawatt solar power plant by Chinese company Synergy, and work has already started on more than half of the remaining sixteen planned energy projects. In terms of transport infrastructure, reconstruction and upgrade works of the Karakoram Highway (KKH) within Pakistan are underway The construction of the Karachi-Lahore Motorway also started this March. For the development of Gwadar Port, on November 11, 2015, Pakistan handed over 280 hectares of land use rights to a Chinese company for a term of forty-three years, and construction on new facilities is already underway. Chinese projects in Pakistan under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor already employ more than 6,000 Pakistani workers, showing that the close relationship between China and Pakistan has already moved from the policy announcement to the project implementation stage. The amount of funds involved, the depth of the exchanges, and the number of people participating is unprecedented in relations between these two countries.



A great threat to India   



For India, to be a part of OBOR or to not be, has been a dilemma for some year but in May the government decided not to. The decision appears to be strong keeping sovereignty as the main agenda upfront. Being part of OBOR would have raised several questions on connectivity, financial responsibility, transparency and the environment.



Ways to counter OBOR    



India should ramp internal connectivity. It should modernize connectivity across its land and maritime frontiers with neighbouring countries. India must work with countries like China did with Japan and multilateral institutions to develop regional connectivity in the Indian Subcontinent and beyond. India’s vision document on ASIA- AFRICA GROWTH CORRIDOR can be a good front. 68 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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India and Japan has launched their own infrastructure development projects to balance OBOR- GREAT WALL. There is proposed corridor Bangladesh, China, India and Myanmar-Economic Corridor (BCIM-EC) involving four nations and has generated much interests as well as concerns. BCIM agenda is transforming landlocked and underdeveloped border regions of the countries involved, the latter pays more attention to the strategic implications it might have on the region.



Q.20) Can setting up a separate court for politicians involved in criminal activities breach the law of equality? What are factors to be taken into concern before setting up the special courts? Introduction:  



With rising corruption in country, the Supreme Court has recently ordered the Centre to frame a scheme to establish special courts exclusively to try cases against politicians. The court has handed down many rulings that make legislators and holders of public office accountable for corruption.



Drawbacks of setting up a separate court for politicians:   







There is already a provision for special courts to try various classes of offences. Thus, creating a court for a class of people such as politicians is discriminatory. Special courts will breach the law of equality. While corruption charges against public servants are already being handled by special courts, it is an absurd question whether there can be special treatment for offences under the Indian Penal Code solely because the accused is a politician. There is not enough judges and finance even to process the routine criminal cases, thus, setting up special courts may add on to the expenditure.



The way out apart from setting up the special courts:     



Article 14 permits classification based on criteria and nexus. MPs and MLAs form a distinct class and their early trial is a democratic must. They thus deserve to be given priority treatment regardless of special courts. The Constitution, under Article 224A, provides for the reappointment of retired High Court Judges as ad hoc judges. There is thus a large pool of judges of integrity and experience to choose from.
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Special attention needs to be paid to three factors: One factor is the necessity of having prosecutors who are not attached to any political party. Solution: A directorate of prosecution, headed by a retired senior judge, who chooses prosecutors in turn vetted by the Chief Justice of the High Court, should be able to address this aspect. The second factor is that the main trial will be obstructed by interim orders. Experience has shown that political leaders are adept at finding legal counsel who file multifarious interim applications which stymie the trial; High Courts and the Supreme Court have sometimes failed to address these expeditiously. Solution: This needs to be avoided, and can be if Chief Justices have a superintending mission. Third concern expressed is to find funds to create the infrastructure and staffing for the special courts. Solution: For that, the Finance Minister can devise a ‘Swachh Politics Bharat Bond’.



Q.21) Boiler explosions are not new to India and these explosions have caused big disasters. In this context discuss the safety measures provided under Indian Boilers Act-1923 and in your opinion what more can be done to prevent these disasters. Introduction: 



After 18636, the recent boiler explosion power plant in Rae Bareli brings up the importance of inspections and protocols for hazardous industrial operations.



The Indian Boilers Act-1923: 



The Indian Boilers Act-1923 was enacted with the objective to provide mainly for the safety of life and Property of persons from the danger of explosions of steam boilers and for achieving uniformity in registration and inspection during operation and maintenance of boilers in India.



Salient features: 



Every boiler owner is required to make an application to the Chief Inspector of Boilers for the inspection of the boiler along with the treasury challan of the requisite fees as per requirements of Indian Boilers Act-1923.
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Under Indian Boilers Act-1923 Indian Boilers Regulation-1950 has been framed. This Regulation deals with the materials, procedure & inspection techniques to be adopted for the manufacture of boilers & boiler mountings & fittings. The boiler is inspected by the Inspectorate as per the procedure laid under IBR -1950 and if found satisfactory, a Certificate is issued for operation for a maximum period of 12 months. The boilers which are not found satisfactory during the inspection are repaired as per the procedure laid under Indian Boilers Regulation-1950 & are re-inspected as explained above. The Boilers which are transferred to NCT of Delhi are also inspected in the similar fashion after their records are obtained from the parent state. The Boilers are also casually visited by the Inspectorate from time to time to check the validity of their certificates, safe and efficient operation.



Way ahead:     



The boilers should undergo periodic inspections to ensure that all its features are working and intact. Periodic inquiry into the quality of the equipment and the fuel is also to be made. A rigorous approach to accident reporting must be taken into consideration. Inefficiency and corruption and the typical response of governments have been to relax crucial safety checks which need to be prevented. It is also important to have a transparent regulatory mechanism for hazardous industrial activity.



Q.22) What is the three-judge case? What are the problems Indian Judiciary is facing today? Also, discuss the steps taken by the government to tackle it. Introduction : Three-judge case   



According to first judges case chief justice of India does not have primacy over executive in the matter of appointment of judges of Supreme Court and High Courts. Second judges case decision made the judiciary the ‘de facto’ appointing authority of themselves curtailing the power of council of ministers under Article 74(1). In third judges case, nine judge Bench again confirmed that the opinion of the collegiums of judges have primacy in appointing and transfer of judges of higher
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Huge pendency of cases Lack of judges and inefficient management is the reason behind delay in justice delivery. Inadequate data on pending cases and “lack of scientific maintenance” of data makes it difficult to analyse problems and propose sustainable solutions for the judiciary. There is “no unanimity on the number of judges in the country”. Proliferation through SLPs: A lot of cases are entertained under article 136, which would otherwise not fall in the criminal/appellate/advisory jurisdictions. Technical nature of cases: Often the judges have to hear cases related to technical matters such as taxation, environmental policy etc. Lack of infrastructure and manpower shortage. Expensive and delayed justice: Judicial proceedings are prohibitively expensive, confusing for commoners and delay in justice delivery has denied gainful opportunities for many. Lack of expertise: Judiciary lacks expertise in dealing with new age problems like Corp Tax, Cyber laws, International treaties, Climate change and its conservative attitude is exploited and corrupt go scot free. Corruption is also an major issue in judicial system as it is any other government department especially in lower courts increasing transparency and accountability corruption can be bought down. Absence of separate Commercial Courts to adjudicate on disputes of civil nature resulting in large number of pending civil suits related to various business and services related disputes in the high courts.



Steps taken by the government to address the above-mentioned problems:    



Tribunals: They have been set up to deal with technical matters and appeals against their orders are usually capped. Special bencheslike the social justice bench have been set up. Quasi judicial bodies like NHRC take some load off the judiciary Recently efforts like separate benches for Trade disputes, Tribunals, Lok Adalats and Rural courts, NJAC, release of undertrials, PIL etc has been taken.
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The NDA government has tried twice, unsuccessfully both times, to replace the collegium system with a National Judicial Appointments Commission (NJAC). The BJP-led government of 1998-2003 had appointed the Justice M N Venkatachaliah Commission to opine whether there was need to change the collegium system. The Commission favoured change, and prescribed an NJAC consisting of the CJI and two senior most judges, the Law Minister, and an eminent person from the public, to be chosen by the President in consultation with the CJI.



Q.23) India hosted Charles, the Prince of Wales with an agenda to revive the future of the Commonwealth. What is the significance of Commonwealth meetings in present scenario and the importance that it holds for India specifically in the context of trade and services? Introduction  



Charles came to India to invite Prime Minister Narendra Modi to attend the Commonwealth Summit scheduled in London in April 2018. Charles stopped over in three other commonwealth countries — Singapore, Brunei and Malaysia before arriving in Delhi.



The Commonwealth Heads of Government Meeting is significant for many reasons: 















Charles, with his considerable interest in Commonwealth affairs in recent years, is likely to take over from Queen Elizabeth as the head of the organization. As the largest country in the Commonwealth, India will have a key role in formalizing this transition. Britain’s renewed interest in the Commonwealth amidst its looming separation from the European Union is important. London is making a big push to reconnect with its historic partners in the Commonwealth and the Anglo sphere. Charles declared that “the Commonwealth should, and does, have a pivotal role” in resolving contemporary global problems like climate change, urbanization and sustainable development. The Commonwealth forum can draw on a uniquely wide range of national contexts, experiences, traditions and, above all, professional associations for the solutions.



India’s new possibilities with the Commonwealth 



A group of realists dealing with the foreign policy of India would want to explore with Britain the idea of a long-term partnership between Delhi and London in rejuvenating the Commonwealth. 73 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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Delhi’s lack of interest in the Commonwealth in recent decades was reinforced by the preoccupation with managing the complex relationships with its immediate neighbours, reordering its ties with the major powers, and becoming part of regional institutions like the Association of the South East.



Trade and services ties  















   



Post-Brexit, the two countries want to expand their bilateral trade which was pegged at $14.02 billion in 2015-16. The two sides have also been looking to work out a trade deal. According to a Commonwealth report titled ‘The Commonwealth in the Unfolding Global Trade Landscape’, trade within this grouping was pegged at $592 billion in 2013 and is projected to surpass the $1 trillion mark by 2020. Asian members account for 55 per cent of intra-Commonwealth trade with India, Malaysia and Singapore contributing to over half the total intra-Commonwealth goods exports. As a founding member, India is the largest member and the fourth largest contributor to its budget after the UK, Australia and Canada. Besides, India shares close ties with many Commonwealth members including the African nations and island states. As the UK works to persuade India into playing a greater role in the Commonwealth, it needs to put forth the reason that India can generate more influence for itself and increase its soft power by staying as a part of Commonwealth. New Delhi clearly would want something more substantive from the UK in return for backing it on the Commonwealth reforms front. A sticking point between the two governments has been restrictive visas for Indian students and IT professionals. However, with 10 Downing firm in its resolve not to grant concessions, it’s unlikely to bag a trade pact with India. With the strategic trajectories of India and Britain diverging in the last few decades ruined the bilateral relationship between Delhi and London. The falling off the Commonwealth was inevitable.



Way ahead  



The essence of the original idea that the Commonwealth can serve the interests of both countries has not just survived but has come back to the fore today. For Britain, that is reinventing itself politically after Brexit. The Commonwealth has now become a significant forum to recalibrate London’s international relations.
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For India, the Commonwealth is the most natural theatre to demonstrate its credibility as a“leading power”. With a globally dispersed membership from the Caribbean to the South Pacific and Southern Africa to East Asia, the Commonwealth can easily reinforce India’s expanding international footprint.



Q.24) The Public Distribution System (PDS) evolved as a system for distribution of food grains at affordable prices and management of emergency situations. What is the significance of the Public distribution system in India? What are the limitations of the distribution system in India? What are the suggested ways to improve the distribution system in India?      



The Public Distribution System (PDS) evolved as a system for distribution of food grains at affordable prices and management of emergency situations. Public distribution system (PDS) is an Indian food security system. Established by the Government of India under Ministry of Consumer Affairs, Food, and Public Distribution and are managed jointly by state governments in India. It distributes subsidized food and non-food items to India’s poor. This scheme was launched in June 1947. It functions through a network of Fair Price Shops at a subsidized price on a recurring basis. Significance of the Public distribution system in India



The following are the advantages of the public distribution system:   



It has helped in stabilising food prices and making food available to consumers at affordable prices. It has helped in avoiding hunger and famine by supplying food from surplus regions of the country to deficient regions. The system of minimum support price and procurement has contributed to increase in food grain production.



Limitations of the distribution system in India The following are the disadvantages of the public distribution system;   



Instances of hunger occur despite granaries being full.This points to certain lacunae or inefficiency in the system. High level of buffer stocks often leads to wastage of food grains and deterioration in quality. The storage of foodgrains inculcates high carrying costs on the government. 75 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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The provision of minimum support price has encouraged farmers to divert land from production of coarse grains that are consumed by poor, to rice and wheat.



Steps to improve the distribution system 



The need of the hour is PDS reforms to ensure that public distribution functions the way it is intended. Technology based reforms are suggested.



Technology Based reforms:  



End to end computerization would bring in transparency in the whole process. It would help to prevent leakages and diversion of food grains to a great extent. The different type’s reforms undertaken by different states are:



Adhaar Linked and digitized ration cards: 



This allows online entry and verification of beneficiary data. It also enables online tracking of monthly entitlements and off-take of foodgrains by beneficiaries.



Computerized Fair Price Shops: 



FPS automated by installing ‘Point of Sale ‘device to swap the ration card. It authenticates the beneficiaries and records the quantity of subsidized grains given to a family.



DBT:   



Under the Direct Benefit Transfer scheme, cash is transferred to the beneficiaries’ account in lieu of foodgrains subsidy component. They will be free to buy food grains from anywhere in the market. It is estimated that cash transfers alone could save the exchequer Rs.30,000 crore every year.



Use of GPS technology: 



Use of Global Positioning System (GPS) technology to track the movement of trucks carrying foodgrains from state depots to FPS which can help to prevent diversion.
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Allows monitoring by citizens so they can register their mobile numbers and send/receive SMS alerts during dispatch and arrival of TPDS commodities Use of web-based citizen’s portal Public Grievance Redressal Machineries, such as a toll-free number for call centers to register complaints or suggestions.



Q.25) A diverse group of eight Indian citizens submitted a draft Progressive Uniform Civil Code to the Chairman of the Law Commission. Briefly discuss the necessity of Uniform Civil Code for India and the hindrances coming in the way of its implementation. Elucidate a little on the new draft Progressive Uniform Civil Code. Uniform Civil Code: Introduction 











The Uniform Civil Code (UCC) in India proposes to replace the personal laws based on the scriptures and customs of each major religious community in the country with a common set governing every citizen. The demand for a uniform civil code was first put forward by women activists in the beginning of the twentieth century, with the objective of women’s rights, equality and secularism. Article 44 of the Directive Principles sets its implementation as duty of the State.



Provision in Indian constitution for Uniform Civil Code (UCC)  



The constitution has a provision for Uniform Civil Code in Article 44 as a Directive Principle of State Policy It states that “The State shall endeavor to secure for the citizens a uniform civil code throughout the territory of India.”



Necessity of UCC for India To provide equal status to all citizens    



In the modern era, a secular democratic republic should have a common civil and personal laws for its citizens irrespective of their religion, class, caste, gender etc. To promote gender parity It is commonly observed that personal laws of almost all religions are discriminatory towards women. Men are usually granted upper preferential status in matters of succession and inheritance. Uniform civil code will bring both men and women at par. 77 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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contemporary India is a totally new society with 55% of its population is below 25 years of age. Their social attitudes and aspirations are shaped by universal and global principles of equality, humanity, and modernity. Their view of shedding identity on the basis of any religion has to be given a serious consideration so as to utilize their full potential towards nation building.



To support the national integration   



All Indian citizens are already equal before the court of law as the criminal laws and other civil laws (except personal laws) are same for all. With the implementation of Uniform Civil Code, all citizen will share the same set of personal laws. There will be no scope of politicization of issues of the discrimination or concessions or special privileges enjoyed by a particular community on the basis of their particular religious personal laws.



To bypass the contentious issue of reform of existing personal laws  



Existing personal laws are mainly based on the upper-class patriarchal notions of the society in all religions. The demand of UCC is normally made by aggrieved women as a substitute for existing personal laws as patriarchal orthodox people still deem the reforms in personal laws will destroy their



Hindrances in the implementation of UCC Practical difficulties due to diversity in India 



It is practically tough to come up with a common and uniform set of rules for personal issues like marriage due to tremendous cultural diversity India across the religions, sects, castes, states etc.



Perception of UCC as encroachment on religious freedom 
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They fear that a common code will neglect their traditions and impose rules which will be mainly dictated and influenced by the majority religious communities.



Interference of state in personal matters 



The constitution provides for the right to freedom of religion of one’s choice. With codification of uniform rules and its compulsion, the scope of the freedom of religion will be reduced.



Sensitive and tough task 







Such a code, in its true spirit, must be brought about by borrowing freely from different personal laws, making gradual changes in each, issuing judicial pronouncements assuring gender equality, and adopting expansive interpretations on marriage, maintenance, adoption, and succession by acknowledging the benefits that one community secures from the others. This task will be very demanding time and human resource wise. The government should be sensitive and unbiased at each step while dealing with the majority and minority communities. Otherwise, it might turn out to be more disastrous in a form of communal violence.



Time is not yet suitable for this reform 







Considering a major opposition from Muslim community in India over this issue overlapping with controversies over beef, saffronization of school and college curriculum, love jihad, and the silence emanating from the top leadership on these controversies, there needs to be given sufficient time for instilling confidence in the community. Otherwise, these efforts towards common will be counterproductive leaving minority class particularly Muslims more insecure and vulnerable to get attracted towards fundamentalist and extremist ideologies.



The new draft Progressive Uniform Civil Code 







Eight citizens — writers, artists, activists, an Armyman, a lawyer and two Magsaysay Award winners — have submitted a draft “Progressive Uniform Civil Code” to the Law Commission Chairman. Their move is based on the idea that a UCC must be progressive rather than majoritarian 79 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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The draft addresses the diversity of Indians and opens new debates, while significantly also speaking for individual rights. Article 44 has over the decades come to be seen as an issue of the Hindu Right alone — the draft Progressive UCC imagines an alternative that is neither Hindu nor majoritarian.



Q.26) What is the “New Mission-Based Deployment Plan” by the Indian Navy? Also highlight the major maritime challenges faced by India. Indian Navy’s mission based deployment: 



Indian Navy has approved new mission-based deployment plan for deploying missionready ships and aircraft along critical sea lanes of communications and choke points in Indian Ocean Region (IOR).



Objective of the mission:  



 







Under this mission-based deployment plan, Indian Navy’s 14-15 ships will be deployed year-round in region. These deployments are expected to meet any eventuality across spectrum of operations ranging from acts of maritime terrorism and piracy to Humanitarian Aid and Disaster Relief (HADR) missions. This also aims at maintaining 24/7 and round the year vigil with ships being sustained and turned around on station. The areas where these ships and corvettes and surveillance aircraft are being deployed include the Malacca Strait, North Andaman Sea, Andaman Sea, Andaman Sea including Bangladesh and Myanmar, Lakshadweep islands and Maldives, besides Madagascar and Persian Gulf. These vessels will monitor increased Chinese presence in these areas.



Major maritime challenges faced by India:   



The Indian security establishment is on high alert to tackle the newest frontier of terror – Maritime Terrorism. The terrorist organisations could misuse hundreds of Indian fishing boats seized over the years. Piracy is part of a maritime insecurity environment in which different threats and forms of transnational organized crime, in particular fishery crimes, are linked. 80 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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The sea provides an easy way for international crime syndicates, unscrupulous traders and non-state actors to distribute their wares, or to provide belligerents with highly sophisticated weapons. India’s land and marine boundaries is also exposed to infiltration by terrorists/militants and large scale illegal migration. The frequent straying of fishermen into neighbouring country waters has not only jeopardised the safety of the fishermen but has also raised national security concerns.



Q.27) The Supreme Court has successfully managed to bring down its case backlog below 60,000 through concerted efforts. In light of the above statement, discuss the reasons behind the case backlogs in the Indian judiciary. What are the various factors worsening the situation in India? What are the suggested ways to improve the present situation? Reasons behind the backlog Vacancies of judges 



 



With about 30 million cases pending in various courts across the country, Indian judiciary is struggling to clear a huge backlog. If on an average three persons are involved in a case, then there are at least 90 million people waiting for justice. Bulk of these cases is pending in subordinate courts thronged by poor litigants – who bear the brunt of the snail-paced system. Of late, the problem has been compounded by the unprecedented increase in judicial vacancies across the three tiers of Judiciary. Official figures show, the SC is short of five judges, 24 High Courts have 464 vacant judges post and 4,166 at the subordinate courts.



Tiff between Judiciary and Government 







Appointment to the Supreme Court and high courts are done by a collegium of the top court. But judges in the subordinate courts are appointed by the state high court. The stand – off between the government and the Supreme Court collegium over a memorandum of procedure has made things worse for judicial appointments in the higher judiciary. The tussle between the government and the Supreme Court has adversely affected the efficiency of the judiciary. The arrears are mounting and new appointments are not being made.



Judge-population ratio
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With a sanctioned strength of 21,000-odd judges, subordinate courts are under tremendous pressure as almost a quarter of the posts remain vacant, thanks to lack of advance planning and a poor recruitment policy. The Law Commission and the Supreme Court recommended that India should have 50 judges per one million people, but the ratio continues to be abysmally low at 17 judges per one million people. The Department of Justice has said the problem of shortage of judges is being addressed through a two-pronged strategy. Firstly, by filling up the large number of vacancies and secondly, increasing the sanctioned strength of judges.



Increasing literacy 







Albeit at a slow pace, the number of cases being filed every year is increasing. An interesting reason for the same, apart from depleting moral conscience, is increased awareness, with increased literacy. Kerala, for example, gets 28 new cases per 1,000 people. It has a literacy rate of over 90%. Jharkhand, which has a literacy rate of around 53%, gets four cases per 1,000.



Lower Courts 



According to the National Judicial Data Grid website as on December 31, 2015, 2.6 crore cases are pending only in lower courts of which 41.38% cases have been pending for less than two years and 10.83% have been pending for over 10 years. This is a resultant of rampant bribes for bail andpostponing dates.



Reason for it getting worse 



 



Although the number of judges increased six-fold in the last three decades, the number of cases too shot up 12-fold, as per the 2012 report of the National Court Management Systems (NCMS). Even by conservative estimates, the number of cases reaching courts will touch 15 crore, requiring at least 75,000 judges in the next three decades, the report said. With growing literacy and income, more and more people are likely to approach courts, contributing to the burgeoning backlog of cases.



Solutions
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There is a need to have access to high resolution data on judicial processes at both the high court as well as the lower court level. A number of courts do not have data under the “Date filed” column, the most crucial piece for identifying delays. Fast track courts have proved their mettle, & their importance cannot be emphasized enough. On the recommendation of the 11th Finance Commission, 1734 Fast Track Courts of Sessions Judges were sanctioned for disposal of old pending cases and the said scheme was to end on 31-3-2005. Out of 18,92,583 cases, 10,99,828 have been disposed of by these courts. Keeping in view the performance of Fast Track Courts and contribution made by them towards clearing the backlog, it can be further put to use. Mobile courts that help taking justice to the door-step of the rural would significantly help in fighting the backlog. The Legal Services Authorities Act, 1987 was enacted to provide free and competent legal service to the weaker sections of the society to ensure that opportunities for securing justice are not denied to any citizen by reason of economic or other disabilities. To achieve that objective, Lok Adalats are being held at various places in the country and a large number of cases are being disposed of with lesser costs. Mobile Lok Adalats are presently in place in different parts of the State of Bihar and on the lines of steps taken by the High Court of Patna of holding mobile Lok Adalats, the other High Courts need also work on the same lines so that speedy and affordable justice could be made available to the litigants at their doorsteps. Ministry of Law & Justice is going to draw a Gram Nyayalayas Bill with an objective to secure justice, both civil and criminal, at the grass-root level to the citizens, which would be the lowest court of subordinate judiciary and shall provide easy access to justice to litigant through friendly procedures, use of local language and mobile courts wherever necessary. No judge specific metrics are available. With simple metrics like frequency of case disposal per judge or categorisation of subject matter with respect to judges, a great deal of accountability and trust would be brought into the system. New technology should be leveraged, and not just technology for data collection. Artificial Intelligence is fast maturing and with further advances in machine learning, standardised data collection can assist judges in forming judgements. A software developed by Nine Research Institute in China helped 300 judges handle 1,50,000 cases, reducing their workload by a third. Significant progress has been made towards computerisation of courts. However, computerisation must include within its ambit the standardisation of data collection across courts and not merely computerisation within silos. 83 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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Video conferencing is statutorily provided but rarely available in practice and infrequently used even if available. Accountability needs to be fixed on individuals causing repeated delays in dispensing justice. Case management hearings should be introduced after pleadings have been completed by both parties where timelines are set and the court should impose sanctions against parties that fail to adhere to these timelines. Indian judiciary should also consider a consolidated “Adjournment Manual” applicable across all courts which codifies the conditions under which adjournment should be granted in order to reduce arbitrariness. Economic uncertainty in decision making is further compounded by periodic encroachment by the judiciary in the domain of the executive. Two recent examples are the high court of Tamil Nadu asking the state government to waive farmers’ loans and the highway liquor ban imposed by the Supreme Court. The short term perspective furthered by these encroachments is severely impacting long term predictability, consistency, and clarity of policies. The high pendency in courts can decline only with effective measurement, process overhaul, constant feedback, and by equipping the judiciary with technology and modern tools. This alone can enable the emergence of a new and modern judicial system with the capacity to dispense justice speedily.



The Law Ministry’s Department of Justice discussed ways by which pendency of cases can be reduced. 



The deliberations revealed that the Centre and the States were responsible for over 46% of the 3 crore plus cases pending before the Courts across the country. While all States have formulated State Litigation Policies, a National Litigation Policy is still underway. This Policy will be aimed at providing mechanisms to ensure reduction in Government litigation, and will lay emphasis on exploring alternative means of dispute resolution.



Suggestions     



The Department went on to suggest the following ways to reduce pendencyAppointment of a nodal officer in every department at the Joint Secretary Level to coordinate effective resolution of the disputes. Nodal Officer to regularly monitor the status of the cases. Promotion of alternative dispute resolution mechanisms. Encouragement of mediation as the preferred form of dispute resolution in service related matters. 84 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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India ranks just 130th on the World Bank’s annual survey on the ease of doing business. Yet Tillerson cited the growth of the two countries’ economic partnership, saying 600 American companies work there and that U.S. investment in the country has risen 500 percent in two years. Bilateral trade will climb beyond the record $115 billion reached last year, noting that a U.S. shipment of crude oil arrived in India this month for the first time. Citing India’s role as the world’s most populous democracy, Tillerson said the two nations “share a vision for the future.” He called for closer defense ties, referring to a range of hardware the U.S. is prepared to sell India



Trade relations:    



2-



The U.S. is India’s second largest trading partner, and India is its 11th largest trading partner. In 2015, the US exported $ 21.5 billion worth of goods to India and imported $ 44.8 billion worth of Indian goods. Major items imported from India include information services, textiles, machinery, gems, and diamonds, chemicals and iron and steel products, coffee etc. Major items imported by India include aircraft, fertilizers, computer hardware, scrap metal and medical equipment. Civil Nuclear Partnership:







The bilateral civil nuclear cooperation agreement was finalized in July 2007 and signed in October 2008. During Prime Minister Modi’s visit to the US in September 2014, the two sides set up a Contact Group for advancing the full and timely implementation of the India-US Civil Nuclear Cooperation Agreement, and to resolve pending issues.The India-United States Civil Nuclear Agreement also referred to as the “123 Agreement” signed in 2008 is a bilateral agreement for peaceful nuclear cooperation which governs civil nuclear trade between American and Indian firms to participate in each other’s civil 85 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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Cooperation in counter-terrorism has seen considerable progress with intelligence sharing, information exchange, operational cooperation, counter-terrorism technology and equipment. India-US Counter-Terrorism Cooperation Initiative was signed in 2010 to expand collaboration on counter-terrorism, information sharing and capacity building.



Energy and climate change: 







The U.S.-India Energy Dialogue was launched in May 2005 to promote trade and investment in the energy sector, and held its last meeting in September 2015 in Washington DC. There are six working groups in oil & gas, coal, power and energy efficiency, new technologies & renewable energy, civil nuclear cooperation and sustainable development under the Energy Dialogue. Recently, Indian Oil Corp. Ltd received its first crude oil shipment from the US on Monday, after Washington re-entered the export market last year, increasing competition in an already depressed oil market.



Recent development on their relations:       



The two countries have now advanced to $115 billion, with the surplus in India’s favour. Still there are multiple obstacles remain in boosting two-ways trade to the proclaimed goal of $500 billion. America has become a major arms supplier for India. The volume of Indian defence imports has grown from near zero at the turn of the century to about $15 billion presently. And now, both Trump and Tillerson have signalled renewed strategic enthusiasm for India. In the last couple of decades, both the nations made progress by setting aside their differences on Pakistan and China. America has begun to clear the path for strategic regional coordination between two nations. 86 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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India should resist the temptation for an endless debate on whether America can move away from China and Pakistan and be India’s reliable partner. Delhi should focus, instead, on strengthening practical cooperation wherever possible with Trump’s Washington. New Delhi must seek to stiffen America’s resolve to confront the Pakistan Army’s sponsorship of terror, encourage him to discard the residual bureaucratic hesitations in Washington about supporting India’s rise and delineate the pathways for constructing a stable balance of power system in the Indo-Pacific. Both the countries need to work together on the political and security challenges across the Indo- Pacific region, from mounting tensions with North Korea, the Rohingya crisis, and India’s own standoff with China over Dokhlam to the lingering challenges in Afghanistan



Q.29) Child marriage has historically cast a shadow over rape law reform in India. In the light of the statement highlight the reasons for prevalence of Child Marriage in India. What are the consequences of child marriage in India? Ans. Child marriage has historically cast a shadow over rape law reform in India. But the recent judgement by the Supreme Court makes it clear that sexual consent can only be given by an adult woman of 18 years. The apex court holds that the “the girl child must not be deprived of her right to choice”. The right to choose includes freedom from parental pressure to marry early, freedom from forced marriages, freedom of choice of sexual orientation, and freedom to find self-fulfillment through study, work, profession, vacation or talent. Reasons of child marriage : Major Reasons for prevalence of Child Marriage in India: Economies of marriage:  



Poverty and marriage expenses such as dowry may lead a family to marry off their daughter at a young age to reduce these costs. Patriarchal Indian society considers a girl as an economic burden. Marrying her off at an early age is a way to transfer this burden to the marital family. 87 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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There is another dimension to the economies of marriage. The marriage of the boy brings home an additional hand to assist the unpaid household and economic activities.



Lack of education:  



  



Poor educational opportunities for girls, especially in rural areas increase the vulnerability of a girl child to be married off early. Also, in the current patriarchal setup of the Indian society a girl’s right to education is regarded as a secondary priority to her labour in the household. This aggravates the situation as the girls’ power to resist marriage and opt for alternative aspirations is decreased. Patriarchy and gender inequalities prevailing in the Indian society is one of the major reasons for persisting high incidence of child marriages. Prevailing cultural perspectives to encourage the child marriage to thrive in. Inadequate implementation of laws is a major reason for persisting menace of child marriage in the country.



Impacts of child marriage: 



   







  



On women’s health: Issues related to early pregnancy. Mental health is also a major concern. Violence and abuse at marital home can lead to post-traumatic stress and depression. On Education: Girls are forced to drop out schools. There lies a cause and effect relationship between lack of education and child marriage. On fertility: Lower age at marriage directly affects fertility rates. Lower the rate of age at marriage higher is the fertility rate. Maternal mortality: Maternal mortality is high among women who have conceived at an early age. Risks associated with pregnancy are higher. Infant Mortality: Mortality rates of children born to very young mothers are high. The children that survive are likely to develop health problems and are more at risk of transmitting HIV/AIDS. Violation of Rights of Children: The Rights of Children are denied by early marriage. The Convention on the Rights of the Child is designed to guarantee certain individual rights. Child marriage denies the following rights: The right to education, The right to be protected from physical and mental violence, injury or abuse, including sexual abuse, rape and sexual exploitation, The right to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health, 88 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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The right to rest and leisure, and to participate freely in cultural life, The right to not be separated from parents against the child’s will, The right to protection against all forms of exploitation affecting any aspect of the child’s welfare and The right to eventual employment



General studies 3:



Q.1) In a landmark initiative, Centre has promulgated the Indian Forest (Amendment) Ordinance, 2017 to exempt bamboo grown in non-forest areas from definition of tree. Discuss the significance of this decision and what is the need for enhancing bamboo sector in India In a landmark initiative, Centre has promulgated the Indian Forest (Amendment) Ordinance, 2017 to exempt bamboo grown in non-forest areas from definition of tree, thereby dispensing with the requirement of felling/transit permit for its economic use. Significance:  Enhancing supply of raw material to the traditional craftsmen of rural India, bamboo based or paper and pulp industries, cottage industries, furniture making units, fabric making units, incense stick making units.  Promoting major bamboo applications such as wood substitutes and composites like panels, flooring, furniture and bamboo blind.  It shall also help industries such as those dealing with food products (bamboo shoots), constructions and housing, bamboo charcoal etc.  The amendment will greatly aid the success of recently constituted National Bamboo Mission.  The amendment will unleash the potential of bamboo in terms of rural and national economy apart from ecological benefits such as soil-moisture conservation, landslide prevention and rehabilitation, conserving wildlife habitat, enhancing source of bio-mass, besides serving as a substitute for timber.  An enabling environment for the cultivation of bamboo will help in creation of job opportunities in the country.  The amendment will therefore, help in harnessing this great potential and enhance the scope to increase the present level of market share and improve the economy of the entire country, particularly the North Eastern region. 89 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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encourage growth of small and medium industries in the villages and smaller towns also, and reduce our dependence on imports



Need of enhancing Bamboo sector:     



 







The current demand of bamboo in India is estimated at 28 million tonnes. Though the country has 19% share of the world’s area under bamboo cultivation, its market share in the sector is only 6%. At present, it imports timber and allied products, such as pulp, paper, and furniture. In 2015, it imported about 18.01 million cubic metres of timber and allied products worth ₹ 43,000 crore. Bamboo grows abundantly in areas outside forests with an estimated growing stock of 10.20 million tonnes and about 20 million people are involved in bamboo related activities. The amendment will help in addressing some of these issues, besides meeting the demand from domestic production. As per the assessment of United Nation’s Industrial Development Organisation (UNIDO),the bamboo business in the North-East Region alone has a potential of about Rs. 5000 crores in the next ten years. India has the largest area under bamboo cultivation and is the second richest in terms of bamboo genetic resources after China.



Q.2) The Supreme Court directed that vehicles without valid pollution under control (PUC) certificates would not be eligible for the annual insurance. In light of the statement, discuss the rules related to PUC certificates. Also discuss the need and the legal aspect of acquiring it. Introduction  



The Supreme Court passed the order to issue PUC certificates on a petition for stringent steps to curb air pollution The court also asked the Centre to consider creating a national database of vehicles to monitor as to whether they are compliant to emission norms.



Pollution under Control (PUC) certificate:  



PUC is a certification mark that is provided to vehicles that undergo the PUC Test successfully. The certification indicates that the vehicle’s emissions are in alignment with standard pollution norms and are not harmful to the environment. 90 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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All vehicles on Indian roads are mandated to carry a valid PUC certification. PUC (Pollution under Control) is a Certification Mark issued to certify that motor vehicles in India meet emission and pollution control norms. A vehicle, not carrying a valid PUC Certificate is liable to be prosecuted under Section 190(2) of the Motor Vehicles Act. A penalty of Rs.1000/- for first offence and Rs.2000/for every subsequent offence of violation has been provided. After the expiry of period of one year from the date of first registration, every motor vehicle is required to carry a valid PUC Certificate. A valid driving license, valid insurance cover and a PUC Certificate are the mandatory documents that every vehicle owner must possess while driving a motor vehicle in India. The process for the PUC certification has been specified as per the Central Motor Vehicles Rule.



Need for PUC certificate:   







The PUC system is critical to keep emissions of on-road vehicles under check. Overall improvement in compliance will lead to lesser emissions on road,” The vehicular pollutants have damaging effects on both human health and ecology. These pollutants are believed to directly affect the respiratory and cardiovascular systems. In particular, high levels of Sulphurdioxide and Suspended Particulate Matter are associated with increased mortality, morbidity and impaired pulmonary function. Vehicular exhaust is one of the important sources of air pollution and there is an urgent need to check the extent of vehicular pollution in India.



Legal Aspect:  



An insurance coverage is mandated by the Motor Vehicles Act, 1988, for all cars plying on Indian roads. As per the Central Motor Vehicles Rule, 1989, it is mandatory to get a PUC Certification for your vehicle.
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MAINS MARATHON COMPILATON (NOVEMBER) Q.3) Recently, the Ministry of Housing flagged off a new index-The National Housing Bank(NHB) Residex, designed to track housing price trends in 50 cities across India. What is NHB Residex and also discuss the reasons behind the rise in housing prices. Introduction: 



NHB Residex that captures movements in the prices of residential real estate prices revealed that prices during January-March, 2017 have increased over that of OctoberDecember, 2016, in about half of the cities covered under the survey while the other half have either registered a decline or remained the same.



What is NHB Residex?    







   



Residex is a housing price index updated quarterly by National Housing Bank (NHB). NHB, the apex level housing finance institution fully owned by Reserve Bank of India (RBI). It regulates activities of housing finance companies (HFCs) in India. RESIDEX, the country’s first official housing price index (HPI) was launched in 2007 covering 26 cities and was published till March, 2015 on a quarterly basis. The revamped RESIDEX has been expanded to 50 cities spread over 18 States and UTs. These include 38 smart cities, of which 18 are state capitals. Base year for the new RESIDEX has been moved from 2007 to 2012-13 to capture the changing structure of the economy besides capturing the latest information to accurately reflect the current economic situation, as per the internationally accepted practices. NHB RESIDEX helps buyers and sellers to check and compare prices before entering a transaction It helps lenders in credit evaluation. It provides promoters with a standardized tool to assess the housing demand. Government agencies can monitor trends in macro and micro markets and predict future behavior of the housing. The National Housing Bank collected data on land prices which showed that a correction in land prices is taking place which again reflects the declining trend in transactions of unaccounted money.



Reasons behind rise in housing prices: 
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Demonetisation and the resulting purge of the cash component in real estate transactions. Budget delivered a rude shock by capping the tax break from ‘loss of house property’ at Rs 2 lakh a year, for second and subsequent homes. This effectively put paid to the ‘investment’ buying of homes, a key source of housing demand in Tier 1 cities. Cloudy job prospects, stingy increments and layoffs for the IT sector dampened purchases by this crucial segment too. The enactment of RERA (Real Estate Regulation Act) on May 1, which forces developers to segregate buyer advances and deploy it only in specific projects, was expected to result in a working capital crunch for developers. The industry was in go-slow mode in the run up to this event. Consulting firm Knight Frank India noted in a recent review that, the sales of residential homes in the top eight cities fell by a precipitous 48% in the second half of 2016, compared with the previous year. In January-June 2017, they climbed from that abyss, but home sales in these cities were still 11% below 2016 levels.



Q.4) As India marks 50 years of the Green Revolution this year, the Indian farmers are still facing crisis. Discuss the reasons behind low income of farmers and measures taken to increase it. Introduction:  



Farming is the most important enterprise in India and farmers are an integral part of our country. To address the agrarian crisis and farmer’s unrest across the country, the government needs to take steps to secure farmer’s income.



Why farmers’ income is low in India?   



  



In China, farms are owned by the government, and farmers are mere contractors. But in India, land is owned by the people All policies are today is related to corporate powers. The Green Revolution of 1967-68 have resolved the food crisis in the short run, but the heavy use of pesticides and high-yielding varieties of paddy have resulted in environmental degradation and loss of biodiversity Climate change is one of the major problem Both less rainfall and a higher mean temperature affect farming adversely Presently country is witnessing drought, excess rainfall, sea-level rise 93 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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The problem of economic viability of farming is one of the rising input prices such as for fertilsers, pesticides, and seeds and stagnating output prices as MSP is not rising Erratic rainfall and drought are the most important factors affecting farmers The farmer sells his produce for a fixed MSP, but when he tries to buy the same from the market, has has to sale out a higher price for it.



Steps to increase farmers’ income: 



         



There is need to set up mulit-disciplinary monsoon management centre in each droughtaffected district, to provide timely information to rural families on the methods of mitigating the effects of drought Animal husbandry camps could be set up to make arrangements for saving cattle and other farm animals because usually animals tend to be neglected during such crises Farm loan waivers are posing a bigger burden on the government exchequer compared to what higher pay for farm produce will incur India’s ranking on the Global Hunger Index has become worse over the years and country missed out on the Millennium Development Goals of halving hunger Unless land titling recognizes female ownership of land for cultivation, half of India’s farmers cannot claim institutional credit Agriculture will have to grow at 12 or 14% to realize such rise in farmers earning but according to World Bank data India’s agriculture growth rate stood at 1.2% Crop insurance schemes is the welcome step in order to provide security to farmers Creating irrigation infrastructure across the nation Distributing soil health cards to farmers Streamlining farm credit facilities Making efforts for second green revolution in eastern India and giving special attention to allied activities.



Q.5) India and developing countries scored an important victory at the climate change conference as key demands on ‘pre-2020 actions’ was agreed. In context to this statement Discuss the significance of UN convention on climate change conference? Further discuss the various initiatives by India to achieve its commitments for climate change? Introduction 



India and developing countries scored an important victory at the climate change conference with some of their key demands on ‘pre-2020 actions’ getting agreed upon
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India among other developing countries had demanded that ‘pre-2020 actions’ be included in the official agenda of discussions.



Significance of UN convention on climate change    



The ultimate objective of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change is to prevent dangerous human interference with the climate system. Developing countries agreed to craft Nationally Appropriate Mitigation Actions (NAMAs) that are in line with their national development objectives. Through NAMAs, developing countries aim to reduce their emissions below business as usual by 2020. The United Nations Climate Change Conferences are yearly conferences held in the framework of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC).



Significance for India  



 



India signed the UNFCCC on 10 June 1992 and ratified it on 1 November 1993. Under the UNFCCC, developing countries such as India do not have binding GHG mitigation commitments in recognition of their small contribution to the greenhouse problem as well as low financial and technical capacities. The Ministry of Environment and Forests is the nodal agency for climate change issues in India. It has constituted Working Groups on the UNFCCC and Kyoto Protocol. Work is currently in progress on India’s initial National Communication (NATCOM) to the UNFCCC



Initiatives taken by India National Communication to the UNFCCC    



Preparation of the country’s initial National Communication to the UNFCCC by the Government of India This exercise involved detailed work on estimation of sectoral GHG emissions and identification of country-specific emission factors. Vulnerability and adaptation assessment is also part of the National Communication project. ·Support of the Asian Least-cost Greenhouse Gas Abatement Strategy (ALGAS) study, by the Government of India. 95 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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The study developed a national inventory of GHG sources and sinks, and identified potential mitigation options. Country-specific emission factors have been developed for methane emissions from paddy cultivation, carbon dioxide emissions from Indian coal, etc.



Extensive methane measurement campaign     



An extensive methane measurement campaign coordinated by the National Physical Laboratory in 1991. Measurements were undertaken in major paddy growing regions of the country under different rice environs for the whole cropping period. Emissions from paddy cultivation in India were estimated to be about 4 Tg/year Technology Information, Forecasting and Assessment Council ·Establishment of the Technology Information, Forecasting and Assessment Council under the Department of Science and Technology, which facilitates the transfer of environmentally sound technology.



Conservation of forests and biodiversity 







The Participatory Forest Management Strategy of the Government of India secures rehabilitation of degraded areas, conservation of biodiversity, along with sharing of benefits with local people. In situ conservation is undertaken through a system of protected areas, including 75 national parks and 421 wildlife sanctuaries, covering 146,000 square km.



Research 



The India Meteorological Department (IMD) observes climatic parameters at surface and upper air observatories throughout the country. IMD’s network includes 559 surface observatories, more than 8000 rainfall monitoring stations, 100 satellite-based data collection platforms in remote areas, 203 voluntary observing ships, 10 cyclone detection radars, and 17 storm detection radars.
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MAINS MARATHON COMPILATON (NOVEMBER) Q.6) The Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas announced that BS6 fuel might be available in Delhi from April 1, 2018 in order to try and curb the rampant air pollution crisis. In context to the above statement, discuss the major causes contributing to the pollution in Delhi and surrounding areas? Further discuss the ways to curb the problem. Introduction  



Environmentalists welcomed the Centre’s decision to advance the rollout of cleaner fuel, compliant to Bharat Stage-VI (BS-VI) norms, in Delhi by two years The Union Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Gas announced that BS-VI fuel norms would be implemented in Delhi by April 1, 2018



Reasons contributing towards pollution: Pollution caused by the traffic menace in Delhi is the prime reason contributing to air pollution and smog. Stubble Burning 



National capital shares its border with the states of Haryana and Uttar Pradesh. One of the main reasons of increasing air pollution levels in Delhi is crop burning by the farmers in these states. Farmers burn rice stubbles in Punjab, Haryana and Uttar Pradesh. It is estimated that approximately 35 million tonnes of crop are set afire by these states



Traffic menace.  



The air quality index has reached ‘severe’ levels. Vehicular emission is increasing the hazardous effects of air pollution and smog. The Central Pollution Control Board (CPCB) and the National Environmental Engineering Research Institute (NEERI) have declared vehicular emission as a major contributor to Delhi’s increasing air pollution.



Ways to counter the menace Promising start 



While the complete gains of the BS-VI norms would only be seen when vehicles also moved from BS-IV to the new norms, the decision to advance the cleaner fuel standards should not be underestimated 97 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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Fuel quality plays a very important role in meeting the stringent emission regulation. India had pledged to cut the intensity of its carbon emissions by 33-35 per cent and boost the renewable energy capacity to 40 per cent by 2030 in the target submitted to the United Nations Framework Convention (UNFCCC) on Climate Change for a global climate pact.



Transition to BS-6 fuel  



The proposed BS-VI fuel limits the amount of sulphur to 10ppm from 50ppm in BS-IV. Availability of BS-VI fuel ahead of BS-VI emission norms implementation will be a strong enabler for the auto industry’s ongoing development and testing activities



Expansion outside Delhi NCR  



The government needs to expand the plan to other mega cities and across Northern India so there can be a more effective reduction of emissions The Government further needs to enforce the order to remove old BS II and earlier vintage vehicles from plying in the National Capital



Q.7) Recently Geographical Indication Tag status provided to Banglar Rasogolla of West Bengal and Mamallapuram stone sculptures of Tamil Nadu. In this context, highlight the meaning of Geographical Indication? What are the significance of awarding GI status to any product? The Geographical Indication (GI) Registry and Intellectual Property India recently presented the Geographical Indication Tag status to Banglar Rasogolla of West Bengal and Mamallapuram stone sculptures of Tamil Nadu. About Geographical Indication (GI) :    



A geographical indication (GI) is a sign used on products that have a specific geographical origin and possess qualities or a reputation that are due to that origin The qualities, characteristics or reputation of the product should be essentially due to the place of origin GI tag is an insignia on products having a unique geographical origin and evolution over centuries with regards to its special quality or reputation attributes. The status to the products marks its authenticity and ensures that registered authorised users are allowed to use the popular product name. 98 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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It is covered as an element of intellectual property rights (IPRs) under Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property. At international level, GI is governed by WTO’s Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS).



Significance:   



   



Legal protection to the products Prevents unauthorised use of a GI tag products by others Helps consumers to get quality products of desired traits (iv) Promotes economic prosperity of producers of GI tag goods by enhancing their demands in international and national market. GIs are of utmost importance to the country as they are an integral part of India’s rich culture and collective intellectual heritage. Goods branded as GIs can be made indigenously by local communities independently and in a self-sustaining manner. It Prevents unauthorised use of a Registered Geographical Indication by others It promotes economic prosperity of producers of goods produced in a geographical territory.



Q.8) The Reserve Bank of India has recently decided not to pursue a proposal for introduction of Islamic banking in the country. Critically explain the impact of Islamic banking in the banking sector? Context: 



The Reserve Bank of India has decided not to pursue a proposal for introduction of Islamic banking in the country.



What is Islamic banking and finance?  



Islamic or Sharia banking is a finance system based on the principles of not charging interest, which is prohibited under Islam. Some of the modes of Islamic banking/finance include Mudarabah (Profit and loss sharing), Wadiah (safekeeping), Musharaka (joint venture), Murabahah (cost plus) and Ijar (leasing).



Objectives: 
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Firstly, in order to be Islamic, the banking system has to avoid interest. Secondly, another Islamic principle is that there should be no reward without riskbearing. This principle is applicable to both labour and capital. As no payment is allowed to labour unless it is applied to work, so no reward for capital should be allowed unless it is exposed to business risks.



What are the advantages of Islamic banking?  



 



There are many advantages in introducing an Islamic window in the banks: Majority of companies in the Stock Exchange are shariat compliant (this number is more than theshariat complaint companies on the Stock Exchange in Malaysia), thus this would result inattracting huge funds in the domestic market alone. An Islamic Banking window will encourage many from the Muslim community to come forward and invest in projects India will be able to attract huge investments from West Asia and from those who invest only inshariat compliant projects.



What are the negative impacts of Islamic banking in India?    







India is a secular country by Constitution. Thus opening any financial institution with the name of a religion can raise question among other religious groups. There would be much of chaos for manpower in Islamic banking. There is a lack of adequate work force trained in Sharia banking. The present banking rules and regulations in India do not allow the operation of Islamic Finance in India for it creates hurdle in achieving complete financial inclusion. Section 8 of Banking Regulation Act, mandates that a banking company cannot deal in the selling or buying or bartering of goods, which is prevalent in Shariah-compliant structures such as Murabaha in India. Islamic banking may pave the way for the entry for terrorist funding.
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Climate change is a long-term shift in the statistics of the weather (including its averages). For example, it could show up as a change in climate normals (expected average values for temperature and precipitation) for a given place and time of year, from one decade to the next.



Climate is always changing. Why is climate change of concern now?     



Recent estimates of the increase in global average temperature since the end of the last ice age are 4 to 5 °C. That change has occurred over a period of about 7,000 years, starting 18,000 years ago. The current global average temperature is 0.85ºC higher than it was in the late 19th century. CO2 has risen by 40% in just the past 200 years, contributing to human alteration of the planet’s energy budget. The scientists consider that an increase of 2°C compared to the temperature in preindustrial times is as the threshold beyond which there is a much higher risk that dangerous and possibly catastrophic changes in the global environment will occur.



What are the challenges for India?  



 



India is concerned about the impact of extreme weather events such as droughts and floods that would have a bearing on economic growth. It is in this context that the rich countries must give up their rigid approach towards the demands of low and middle income countries, and come to an early resolution on the question of financing of mitigation, adaptation and compensation. India importantly retains the right to meet its energy access needs and energy for development through fossil fuel use, particularly coal, if needed. The Paris Agreement does not constrain this approach, which is based on Indian interests.



Q.10) As farmers in India struggle with dwindling incomes and soaring costs, with huge debts triggering a wave of suicides, experts said one solution may be to only work part-time on the land. Explain the statement. 101 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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Over the past decade, tens of thousands of farmers have killed themselves across India, with debt or bankruptcy cited as the main reason. Problems usually stem from failed monsoon rains or low prices due to a supply glut in produce like lentils and cereals. About 60% of people in India make their living from the land, but earnings from agriculture have plunged to one-third of a farm family’s income from two-thirds in the 1980s. Employment in agriculture shrank by 26 million jobs between 2011 and 2015, according to McKinsey Global Institute, the research arm of the consulting firm Seven out of ten rural households in India are landless or own plots of less than 1 hectare (2.5 acres).



Conclusion: There is a strong case for part-time farming: when opportunities arise elsewhere, they must go there. And when there are new opportunities on the farm, they can return there. Common alternative sources of income are the government’s rural jobs scheme, which is often roadbuilding work, and earning daily wages in cities, such as on construction sites. Q.11) The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) continues to remain the net purchaser of the U.S. currency after it bought $1.259 billion in September from the spot market. In line with the exchange business, discuss the impact of the intervention and RBI’S role as a custodian of the Indian Foreign exchange market. Introduction  



In September, RBI bought $3.788 billion, while it sold $2.529 billion in the spot market. In August too, the central bank was net purchaser of 3.226 billion of the greenback, buying $4.556 billion and selling $1.330 billion in the spot market.



Why does RBI intervene in the foreign market? 
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In FY17, RBI had a net purchase of 12.351 billion of the U.S. currency as it bought $71.764 billion and sold $59.413 billion in the spot market. The RBI has been intervening in the currency markets because a weaker currency pushes up the country’s import bill – you pay more rupees for the same amount of dollars – and contributes to the current account deficit. It is also indicative of a country’s economic health and a weaker currency is a signal to investors that the economy is not being well-managed. India has a huge import bill largely because it buys almost 80 per cent of its oil from abroad, and a weak rupee can wreak havoc with the government’s finances. Market decides the value of the rupee and the central bank only intervene to halt volatile currency movements caused by speculative trades.



What is the impact of the intervention?  











The reason that the rupee has continued to fall is because the RBI is caught in a cycle where it has to battle inflation, liquidity crunch and a falling rupee at the same time. Unfortunately, any action it takes to tackle one could be negated by the others. To tackle inflation, the RBI must keep rates high and liquidity tight, but that can stifle economic growth and push the currency down. If it sells dollars to support the currency, that too sucks liquidity out, choking growth. Slower growth makes India an unattractive destination for foreign investors, which in turn leads to drying up of dollar flow. But if it releases too much liquidity into the system, inflation could go into double digits and push the value of the rupee down, completing the vicious cycle.



RBI as a custodian of India’s foreign exchange reserves 











The RBI acts as the custodian of the country’s foreign exchange reserves, manages exchange control and acts as the agent of the government in respect of India’s membership of the IMF. Exchange control was first imposed in India in September 1939 at the outbreak of World War II and has been continued since. Under it, control was imposed on both the receipts and payments of foreign exchange. The foreign exchange regulations under the law required that all foreign exchange receipts whether on account of export earnings, investment earnings, or capital receipts, whether oh private account or on government account, must be sold to the RBI either directly or through authorized dealers (mostly major commercial banks).
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This resulted in centralization of country’s foreign exchange reserves with the RBI and facilitated planned utilization of these reserves, because all payments in foreign exchange were also controlled by the authorities. The exchange control was so operated as to restrict the demand for foreign exchange within the limits of the available supplies of it. Foreign exchange was rationed among competing demands for it according to the government policy. All this became essential in the context of actual or potential shortage of foreign exchange, which had been an important constraint on India’s efforts at planned economic development, most of the time.



Q.12) India’s power sector has been generating much potential in recent times, but what possibly went wrong with solar energy with respect to Make in India initiative? Also discuss the need of the hour to be taken into consideration. Introduction:  



Make in India is an initiative launched by the Government of India to encourage national, as well as multi-national companies to manufacture their products in India. It was launched by Prime Minister Narendra Modi on 25 September 2014.



Objectives:   



The major objective behind the initiative is to focus on job creation and skill enhancement in 25 sectors of the economy. The initiative also aims at high quality standards and minimizing the impact on the environment. The initiative hopes to attract capital and technological investment in India.



Challenges of solar energy with respect to Make in India initiative: Scarcity of land:  



Land is scarce in India, and per-capita land availability is low. Dedication of land for the installation of solar arrays must compete with other needs.



Lack of adequate finance: 



Solar panels also require inverters and storage batteries to convert direct electricity to alternating electricity so as to generate electricity. 104 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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While installing a solar panel is quite cheap, installing other equipments becomes expensive.



Availability of good weather:  



India being a land of vivid geographical landscape, the weather may vary, with little or no sun radiation. Hence, this makes solar energy panels less reliable as a solution.



Availability of knowledge:  



There is a lack of adequate knowledge in operating the equipments of solar energy. Thus, this practice is still alien in many rural and urban areas.



Way ahead:  











The need of the hour is to re-analyze the existing solar power policy. A level playing field and an ecosystem should be provided to Indian manufacturers. Arresting the free fall of power tariff is also must for a healthy growth of the solar energy system. The situation calls for concerted efforts by the agencies to build awareness among citizens and encourage developers to realize the goal, while simultaneously persuading the consumers to switch. Insufficient knowledge among citizens about the financial incentives and return-oninvestment as been a problem which needs immediate solution.



Q.13) Commerce and Industry Ministry is planning to expand exports by increasing agriexports. Discuss the benefit that this step will incur. Also suggest what more can be done for promoting exports of agricultural products? Commerce and Industry Ministry is planning to expand exports by increasing agri-exports. The benefits  



Increasing agri – exports will help increase India’s export basket and would also expand farmers’ incomes and amend farm distress. This objective is achievable, provided there is a paradigm shift in policy-making from being obsessively consumer-oriented to according greater priority to farmers’ interests. 105 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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According to the Survey, the IMF’s January update of its World Economic Outlook forecast projecting an increase in global growth from 3.1 per cent in 2016 to 3.4 per cent in 2017, with a corresponding increase in growth for advanced economies from 1.6 per cent to 1.9 per cent, augured well for India’s exports.



Steps to promote agri-exports   







   



 











The government needs to put in money to push infrastructure if exports have to be increased. Improvement in warehousing infrastructure would also counter inflation concerns due to seasonal factors such as poor monsoon rains. India’s warehousing capacity for perishables is disproportionately concentrated in a few regions. Almost 50% of cold-storage capacity is concentrated in the states of Uttar Pradesh and Punjab. According to a report on warehousing in India by the National Institute of Public Finance and Policy released in September 2015, post-harvest losses of agricultural commodities is estimated to be at about Rs44,000 crore annually. The cobweb effect means that higher cultivation leads to lower prices, which in turn leads to lower cultivation in the next period. The problem of bumper crops leading to a price crash can be taken care of by policies such asminimum support prices. India pursued the cause of legitimizing its procurement-based PDS at the WTO in the past two WTO ministerial conferences. If India has to promote agri-exports, the country’s policymakers must build global value-chainsfor some important agri-commodities in which the country has a comparative advantage. On the exports front, India is relatively competitive in cereals, especially rice and wheat and maize, and, at times, oilseeds, especially groundnuts and oil meals. The country can also be competitive in groundnut and mustard oil, provided there is an open and stable export policy. India has also been the world’s second largest exporter of cotton. The country has a great potential to export fish and seafood, bovine meat, and fruits, nuts and vegetables. These are the commodities to focus on in order to stimulate agriexports. Stimulating agri – exports would require infrastructure and institutional support — connecting export houses directly to farmer producer organizations (FPOs), sidestepping the APMC-regulated mandis, removing stocking limits and trading restrictions. 106 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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Stimulating such exports would also require structural reforms in agriculture. A special package to support value-chains through infrastructural investments (in assaying, grading, packaging and storing facilities), which will also create jobs in rural areas, or assistance in adhering to sanitary and phytosanitary standards would make them more resilient to future price shocks. The import policy must be designed such that the landed price of palm oil and yellow pea never goes much below the domestic prices of their nearest rivals, say, soybean oil and chickpea, respectively. Liberalization of factor markets, especially land-lease markets, would also help in building more efficient and reliable export value-chains. Long land-lease arrangements can facilitate private investments in building exportoriented global value-chains, generating rural non-farm employment and enhancing farmers’ incomes. A farm-to-foreign” strategy, improving agri-trade surpluses by promoting agri-exports, and most importantly create more jobs and bring prosperity to rural areas can sure be a go ahead.



Q.14) India recently raised the issue at the ICRG against Pakistan demanding FATF (Financial Action Task Force) a compliance report on terror funding. What is Financial Action Task Force? Discuss the role Financial Action Task Force play in combating money laundering and terrorist financing. Further discuss the significance of FATF in India’s Context? Financial Action Task Force  







The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) is an intergovernmental body established in 1989 by the Ministers of its Member jurisdictions. The objectives of the FATF are to set standards and promote effective implementation of legal, regulatory and operational measures for combating money laundering, terrorist financing and other related threats to the integrity of the international financial system. The FATF is therefore a “policy-making body” which works to generate the necessary political will to bring about national legislative and regulatory reforms in these areas.



Role played by FATF  



The Financial Action Task Force creates universally-applicable recommendations that are designed to ensure that all countries participating are treated equally. Because money launderers change techniques over time, the FATF has to update its recommendations every couple of years. 107 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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Indian has become a full-fledged member of Financial Action Task Force (FATF) FATF membership is very important for India in its quest to become a major player in the International finance. It will help India to build the capacity to fight terrorism and trace terrorist money and to successfully investigate and prosecute money laundering and terrorist financing offences. India will benefit in securing a more transparent and stable financial system by ensuring that financial institutions are not vulnerable to infiltration or abuse by organized crime groups. The FATF process will also help us in co-ordination of AML/CFT efforts at the international level.



Q.15) The government is all set to begin work to connect around 60 of India’s largest rivers despite several issues still awaiting to be sorted. Discuss the significance and scope of National River Linking Project in this context. Also elaborate the benefits and the criticism related to interlinking of rivers. The significance of the National River Linking Project (NRLP)   



The National River Linking Project (NRLP) is a proposed large-scale project that aims to link Indian rivers by a network of reservoirs and canals It aims at reducing persistent floods in Eastern India and water shortages in Southern and Western India The project aims to transfer water from water ‘excess’ basins where there is flooding to water ‘deficit’ basins where there is drought/scarcity



The scope of the NRLP 



The National River Interlinking Project will comprise of 30 links to connect 37 rivers across the nation through a network of nearly 3000 storage dams



The NRLP has three major donor river basins:   



the Brahmaputra in the Himalayan component Mahanadi and the Godavari in the peninsular component The Himalayan component proposes to transfer 33 BCM of water through 16 river links. 108 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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Ganga and Brahmaputra basins to Mahanadi basin and Eastern Ganga tributaries and Chambal and Sabarmati river basins The Peninsular component proposes to transfer 141 BCM water through 14 river links.



It has four sub component linking:    



Mahanadi and Godavari basins to Krishna, Cauvery and Vaigai rivers West-flowing rivers south of Tapi to the north of Bombay Ken River to Betwa River and Parbati, Kalisindh rivers to Chambal rivers Some West flowing rivers to the East flowing rivers



The proposed benefits of river interlinking? Irrigation Benefits:   



The project is expected to provide additional irrigation to 35 million hectares in the water-scarce western and peninsular regions. This will further create employment, boost crop outputs and farm incomes The irrigation benefits would also ensure food security in the country.



Transport:   



The project is expected to offer potential benefits to the transport sector through navigation River transports is cheaper It is a non-polluting transport Alternative-It has a low carbon footprint.



Hydropower Development 



The river interlinking project claims to generate total power of 34,000 MW (34 GW)



Water Supply 



The project envisages supply of clean drinking water and water for industrial use amounting to 90 and 64.8 billion cum. respectively with a view to meet the demand by 2050.
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The project is expected to eradicate the flooding problems which recur in the northeast and the north every year It is also expected to mitigate drought conditions in rainfall deficit areas



Dry Weather Flow Augmentation 



Transfer of surplus water stored in reservoirs during monsoon and releasing it during dry season will ensure a minimum amount of dry weather flow in the rivers



Increased Employment opportunities in rural areas 



The proposed link canals and the storages are expected to create large employment opportunities for the rural youths.



Defense 



The Project is expected to provide for enhancing the security of the country by an additional waterline of defense



Major criticisms of interlinking of rivers in India Environmental Impacts: 



If the glaciers don’t sustain their glacier mass due to climate change, the very concept that the donor basin (mostly Himalayan rivers) has surplus water that can be made available for the recipient basin, will change.



Submergence of vast areas of land in reservoirs 



linking of the Ken and Betwa rivers at the Panna Tiger Reserve in Madhya Pradesh is expected to submerge an important wildlife habitat which is home to many endangered species



Threat to Himalayan Forest 



The Ganga basin’s topography is flat, building dams would not substantially add to river flows and these dams could threaten the forests of the Himalayas. This may impact the functioning of the monsoon system.
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Loss of land, forests and fisheries on which most of the poor and tribal people sustain their livelihood



Geopolitical Constraints:  



Some of the inter-linking of rivers schemes has international implications, with a possible impact on countries like Bhutan, Nepal and Bangladesh Bangladesh strongly objects to transferring the Brahmaputra water to the Ganga



Massive investment required for implementation 



The estimated cost for the implementation of the project at 2000 price index is Rs.5.6 lakh crores, which is likely to further increase manifold.



Inter-state disputes  



In India ‘s constitution, water is essentially a state subject. Several states including Kerala, Andhra Pradesh, Assam and Sikkim have already opposed ILR projects



Flood Control  



It is doubtful whether interlinking projects can provide flood proofing. Theoretically, a large reservoir can help moderate floods in the downstream areas.



Non-viability of large hydropower projects: 



Interlinking of rivers will need more power to lift the water than what it is likely to produce.



Q.16) Contract farming is helpful in enhancing agricultural productivity in India. In this context, discuss the significance of contract farming and its limitations. Contract farming can be defined as agricultural production carried out according to an agreement between a buyer and farmers, which establishes conditions for the production and marketing of a farm product or products. Contract farming is helpful in enhancing agricultural productivity in India. Significance of contract farming: 111 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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The contract farming allows buyers and sellers to transact without routing through mandis. Under contract farming, farmers can be given seeds, credit, fertilizers, machinery and technical advice so that their produce is tailor made for the requirements of the companies. There would be no middlemen involved and farmers would get a predetermined sale price from the companies. The farmer does not have to make trips to the mandis nor worry about getting seeds and credit for farming operations. By entering into a contract, the farmer reduces the risk of fluctuating market demand and prices for his produce and the companies reduce the risk of non-availability of raw materials. Contract farming can fill the gap of lack of investment and land improvement by supplying quality inputs, giving technical guidance and management skills. Punjab has had corporate farming for over 15 years and success stories range from Pepsico India in tomatoes, potatoes, groundnut and chilli, safflower in Madhya Pradesh, palm oil in Andhra Pradesh and seed production contracts for hybrid seed companies which helped growers in realising better returns for their produce. The farmers get the high remunerative price for their farm product. The farm grower benefit from the agro extension program of the agro processor. The wastage of the farm produces now between 35 and 40 percent largely eliminated as the farm processing factory situated next to cluster of farms. It promotes best agri practices from different parts of the world’s. It will free farmer from middlemen and moneylenders. Farmers income security through guaranteed price and access to quality inputs. Encourages new generation to take farming as new business venture instead of migrating to cities for search of jobs.



Limitations: 







Very small and marginal farmers may not be roped in for this form of farming because companies may want a particular size of the crop which small farmers with their small parcels of land may not be able to produce. So, this will leave out the most vulnerable farmers from the ambit of corporate farming. The medium size farmer may not be literate enough to understand the nitty gritty of the contract and all the clauses, and if the produce does not meet the standards of the company, he may face mass rejection. 112 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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The farmer may be forced to produce only tomatoes or onions year after year which will lead to monoculture and he will have no options left to produce whatever mix of crops which he may think is good for his farm. Predetermined prices do not take care of food inflation and in case there is a price rise of the product, the farmer cannot take advantage and make a windfall profit because he is under contract to sell at the price agreed upon beforehand. The average farmer being poor and semi-literate has little bargaining power vis-à-vis big corporations and hence there is little chance of his getting a fair price for his produce. The corporate sector takes over our agricultural operations. It may affect the food security of the country. Contract farming is best suited to special types of crops and not all farming activities. In China, only specific agricultural produce is under contract farming. The Niti Aayog thinks a model law is needed to streamline the contract farming system and make it more uniform across the States. Presently, contract farming has been co-opted by 22 States but there is no uniformity or homogeneity regarding the kinds of produce that can come under it and the conditions under which contract farming should be allowed



Q.17) In India, the food sector has emerged as a high-growth and high-profit sector due to its immense potential for value addition within the food processing industry. In this context, examine the major obstacles in the growth of this sector In India, the food sector has emerged as a high-growth and high-profit sector due to its immense potential for value addition within the food processing industry . Food Processing Industries of India: 







 



Accounting for about 32 per cent of the country’s total food market, The Government of India has been instrumental in the growth and development of the food processing industry. The government through the Ministry of Food Processing Industries (MoFPI) is making all efforts to encourage investments in the business. It has approved proposals for joint ventures (JV), foreign collaborations, industrial licenses, and 100 per cent export oriented units. The Indian food and grocery market is the world’s sixth largest, with retail contributing 70 per cent of the sales. The Indian food processing industry accounts for 32 per cent of the country’s total food market, one of the largest industries in India and is ranked fifth in terms of production, consumption, export and expected growth. 113 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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It contributes around 8.80 and 8.39 per cent of Gross Value Added (GVA) in Manufacturing and Agriculture respectively, 13 per cent of India’s exports and six per cent of total industrial investment. The Indian gourmet food market is currently valued at US$ 1.3 billion and is growing at a Compound Annual Growth Rate (CAGR) of 20 per cent. India’s organic food market is expected to increase by three times by 2020. The online food ordering business in India is in its nascent stage, but witnessing exponential growth. With online food delivery players like FoodPanda, Zomato, TinyOwl and Swiggy building scale through partnerships. The organised food business has a huge potential and a promising future. The online food delivery industry grew at 150 per cent year-on-year with an estimated Gross Merchandise Value (GMV) of US$ 300 million in 2016. According to the data provided by the Department of Industrial Policies and Promotion (DIPP), the food processing sector in India has received around US$ 7.54 billion worth of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) during the period April 2000-March 2017. The Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) estimates that the food processing sectors have the potential to attract as much as US$ 33 billion of investment over the next 10 years and also to generate employment of nine million person-days.



Obstacle in growth of food processing sector in India:            



Indians prefer freshly cooked products as compared to packaged products. Since unit production cost is high, he can’t sell his products cheap unlike a big MNC, and Indian consumers are price sensitive. Most of Indian food processing units/companies/enterprises/factories are small sized meaning poor economies of scale. Agriculture/Dairy production yield levels are among the lowest amongst the BRIC countries. Land holdings is small, fragmented. Area under cultivation is decreasing due to urbanization, real-estate development, industrialization. There is no common policy on contract farming throughout India. High cost of raw material (driven by low productivity and poor agronomic practices) Presence of intermediaries. High cost of packaging, finance, transport and distribution. Lack of organized retail. Logistics cost i.e. transportation, warehousing, material handling etc. This cost is significantly higher as compared most developed countries. Inadequate infrastructure of storage, sorting, grading and post-harvest management. 114 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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Taxes on processed food in India are among the highest in the world. Except India, no country distinguishes between branded and unbranded food sectors for taxation.



Q.18) Indian government has recently rejected the demand for differential pricing for cardiovascular stents. In this context, discuss the application of ‘stents’ in medical science. What are the various concerns related to the use of stents in India? The Indian government has recently rejected the demand for differential pricing for cardiovascular stents because these companies failed to submit verifiable and credible evidence to show the clinical superiority of the so-called ‘innovative’ stents. Meaning of stents:     



A stent is a small mesh tube that’s used to treat narrow or weak arteries. Arteries are blood vessels that carry blood away from your heart to other parts of your body. Some stents are coated with medicine that is slowly and continuously released into the artery. These stents are called drug-eluting stents. The medicine helps prevent the artery from becoming blocked again. These metal tubes have revolutionized modern cardiology.



Uses of Stents:   



Stents are small, expandable tubes that treat narrowed arteries in patient body. Coronary stent is a tube shaped device when inserted into blocked blood vessel ,can help to clear d blockage In people with coronary heart disease caused by the buildup of plaque, they can:



1. Open narrowed arteries 2. Reduce symptoms like chest pain 3. Help treat a heart attack. These types are called heart stents,but they’re also referred to as cardiac stents or coronary stents. 4. Doctors also may place stents in weak arteries to improve blood flow and help prevent the arteries from bursting 5. A stent is placed in an artery as part of a procedure called percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI), also known as coronary angioplasty 6. A stent helps support the inner wall of the artery in the months or years after PCI.
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The devices save thousands of live every year. Emergency angioplasty is the treatment of choice during an acute heart attack, wherein the clot is crushed with a balloon and a stent is placed. It improves the chance of the patient surviving by almost 30 per cent when compared to clot dissolving medication (thrombolysis) In the last 5 years the implant of stenting in India has increased by 5 times. There is not only a boom in the domestic market, bust also foreign patients are coming to India as part of medical tourism to get stenting done because the cost of stenting in India is low. This is because there is increased awareness, increased diagnosis, increased availability of the angiograms and increased availability of doctors.



Concerns / challenges  



















 



In India there are instances where angioplasty is done for patients having chest pain due to Vitamin D deficiency which is wrong. The bypass is done by the surgeon and the stenting is done by the cardiologists. The poor victim of the heart attack or the Coronary artery disease lands up with cardiologist. It is the integrity, honesty and the righteousness of the cardiologists to decide whether the patient really needs stenting or not. The stents are very costly. There is no regulation and the Drug Controller is not capable of regulating domestic stent manufacturers. There have been cases where the stent manufacturers have been found making stents in garages. In India the coronary artery disease is seen in young age, people do not exercise, do not have adequate sleep, do not have stress free life and do not eat balanced diet to keep their coronaries healthy. There is no regulation of hospitals in India, especially in the private sector where a majority of urban Indians seek health care. At least 25-30% of the stenting done in this country is inappropriate. There are cases of stents being used in absolutely normal patients. In our country the major gap is in the counselling which the doctor provides. Normally the patients go by the doctor’s advice. In the absence of any monitoring, patients in India have no protection from unnecessary use of stent. failed to submit verifiable and credible evidence to show the clinical superiority of the so-called ‘innovative’ stents. Lack of awareness among people about sufficient health and nutrition is the primary reason (about wholesome, balanced and natural diets; healthy child-feeding and caring practices) 116 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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MAINS MARATHON COMPILATON (NOVEMBER) Q.19) Antibiotic resistance is one of the biggest threats to global health, food security, and development today. Why do you think antimicrobial resistance is a major global concern? What accelerates the emergence and spread of antimicrobial resistance? Antimicrobial resistance is the ability of a microorganism like bacteria, viruses, and some parasites to stop an antimicrobial such as antibiotics, antivirals, and antimalarials from working against it.Microorganisms that develop antimicrobial resistance are referred to as “Superbugs”. According to WHO, Antimicrobial resistance is resistance of a microorganism to an antimicrobial drug that was originally effective for treatment of infectious causes against it.The medicines become ineffective and infections persist in the body, increasing the risk of spread to others. It is not a country specific issue but a global concern that is jeopardizing global health security. In India the infectious disease burden is among the highest in the world Why is antimicrobial resistance a global concern? 







  



New resistance mechanisms are emerging and spreading globally, threatening our ability to treat common infectious diseases, resulting in prolonged illness, disability, and death. Without effective antimicrobials for prevention and treatment of infections, medical procedures such as organ transplantation, cancer chemotherapy, diabetes management and major surgery (for example, caesarean sections or hip replacements) become very high risk. Antimicrobial resistance increases the cost of healthcare with lengthier stays in hospitals and more intensive care required. Antimicrobial resistance is putting the gains of the Millennium Development Goals at risk and endangers achievement of the Sustainable Development Goals. Spread of resistance-genes that promote life-threatening bacteria



What accelerates the emergence and spread of antimicrobial resistance?    







Antimicrobial resistance occurs naturally over time, usually through genetic changes. The misuse and overuse of antimicrobials is accelerating this process. In many places, antibiotics are overused and other misused in people and animals, and often given without professional oversight. Antimicrobial resistant-microbes are found in people, animals, food, and the environment in water, soil and air. They can spread between people and animals, and from person to person. Poor infection control and inadequate sanitary conditions and inappropriate foodhandling encourage the spread of antimicrobial resistance. 117 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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Discharge of antimicrobial waste into environment by pharmaceutical industry. Lack of new antibiotic being developed. Poor infection control in hospitals and clinics.



Q.20) The International Conference on Environment 2017 was recently conducted on November 3 and 4. The conference followed the path of a tribunal like the National Green Tribunal (NGT). Why did India set up NGT? Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of having a tribunal like NGT? 



  











There lie many reasons behind the setting up of this tribunal. After India’s move with Carbon credits, such tribunal may play a vital role in ensuring the control of emissions and maintaining the desired levels. This is the first body of its kind that is required by its parent statute to apply the “polluter pays” principle and the principle of sustainable development. This court can rightly be called ‘special’ because India is the third country following Australia and New Zealand to have such a system. India has now become the third country in the world to start a National Green Tribunal (NGT) which is a judicial body exclusively meant to judge environmental cases after Australia and New Zealand. The National Green Tribunal has been established under the National Green Tribunal Act, 2010for effective and expeditious disposal of cases relating to environmental protection and conservation of forests and other natural resources. The Tribunal is mandated to make and Endeavour for disposal of applications or appeals finallywithin 6 months of filing of the same.



Structure of National Green Tribunal 







Going by the enactment of the national green tribunal act, New Delhi has been chosen as the principal bench of the NGT, with regional benches in Pune (Western Zone Bench), Bhopal (Central Zone Bench), Chennai (Southern Bench) and Kolkata (Eastern Bench). Each Bench has a specified geographical jurisdiction covering several States in a region. There is also a mechanism for circuit benches.



Powers of National Green Tribunal 



NGT has a power to hear all civil matters which are related to environment and questions regarding the enforcement and implementation of laws which fall under the seven categories of laws namely (in order of their enactment) 118 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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The Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1974; The Water (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Cess Act, 1977; The Forest (Conservation) Act, 1980; The Air (Prevention and Control of Pollution) Act, 1981; The Environment (Protection) Act, 1986; The Public Liability Insurance Act, 1991; The Biological Diversity Act, 2002







The NGT has been given the power to regulate the procedure by itself. It does not follow the principles of civil procedure code instead it follows principles of natural justice. The NGT also at the time of giving orders shall apply the principals of sustainable development and also the principal that the one who pollutes shall pay. It will have the same power as of the civil court in deciding the matter falling within these seven legal acts. Even the NGT will not be bound by the rules of evidence as mentioned in the Indian evidence act. Anything which is not covered under these seven acts the NGT is not competent to admit the suit for that matter. The major drawback of this limitation is that a person cannot approach the NGT for every environmental issue.



   



Advantages of having a tribunal like NGT 



















The major benefit with NGT is that it has a strong order enforcing mechanism. If the orders of NGT are not complied with than it has the power to impose both punishment as well as fine. The punishment is up to three years and the penalty is up to ten crore and for firms in can extend up to twenty five crores. Also the director or manager of the firm can be punished or penalized if it is found by the tribunal that the offence has been committed on the orders or with the consent of such officer of the firm. The act also provides various kinds of reliefs to the persons who are affected by the degradation of environment as the inhabitant of that particular area. Any person who has sustained the injury can file a suit in the National Green Tribunal. The government or the government agencies related to environment can file a suit in place of that person like the central or the state government or the central pollution control board or state pollution control board. The act also provides for fast delivery of justice and the act provides that all possible efforts will be made to dispose of the case within six months from the date of filing the suit. 119 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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The period for filing a suit with NGT is up to 5 years from the date on which the cause for compensation arose. However if the tribunal has sufficient grounds for believing that the person has reasonable cause that prevented him from filing a suit in NGT than it can extend the period for a maximum of sixty days. If a person is not satisfied with the orders of the tribunal he can seek the review of the decision of NGT under rule 22 of the NGT rule. And even then if he is not satisfied with the decision of the tribunal he can file an appeal to the Supreme Court of India. But the appeal has to be filed within ninety days of the orders passed by NGT.



Criticism of National Green Tribunal Judicial independence 







It lacks judicial independence from the government. The rules of the NGT act allowed the bureaucrats to be appointed to the tribunal while holding their post in the government. This is problematic in the sense that a government official will never rule against the government because he is also a part of government and faces various kinds of pressure to not to rule against the central government.



Issue of funding 



The concept of Tribunals is in itself problematic as they are funded by the parent ministry and hence it exercises control over the tribunal and its decisions.



Need of Environmental experts 



The need for experts in the tribunal is also problematic concept because the NGT has to decide the question of law and does not have to do fact finding. The expert knowledge is not needed in granting compensation or awarding punishment. For this, there needs to be a knowledge of law.



Lack of resources 







The tribunal also faces a lack of resources for its proper functioning. The NGT was operating from a guest house earlier. Also the members of the tribunal were not given houses and were living in government guest house. The funds were decreased further without taking into consideration the fact that NGT is already suffering from lack of adequate funding. 120 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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The law commission report on the environmental courts suggested that one such court should be established in every state. But the NGT has only 5 benches. This has created problem for common citizens asking for justice as it is difficult to approach a court which is in different state and far from their home. The establishment of NGT also took away the right of civil courts to admit cases regarding environmental issues. So it is now compulsory to file the case before the NGT in these cases. Even a PIL cannot be filed in the High Court of the state for environmental issues as all environmental litigation shall be dealt only by the five benches of NGT. There is a need for environmental tribunal on district bases but present system is not even providing it on state basis.



Q.21) The government has recently launched the the Pradhan Mantri Sahaj Bijli Har Ghar Yojana, or Saubhagya Scheme. In this context,What are the major problems of power sector in India? What are the causes of these? Context: 



The Government of India has launched the Pradhan Mantri Sahaj Bijli Har Ghar Yojana, or Saubhagya Scheme.



What is Saubhagya scheme?  



The Saubhagya scheme was launched on September 25th, 2017. The scheme will provide electricity connections to over 40 million families in rural and urban areas by December 2018.



What is the need for the scheme? 



 



Village electrification programme like Deen Dayal Upadhyay Gram Jyoti Yojana, launched in July 2015, realised that a large number of household is still remaining without access to electricity. Moreover, the scheme aims at ensuring the coverage of households as opposed to only villages. A village is declared to be electrified if 10% of the households are given electricity along with public places such as schools, panchayat office, health centres, dispensaries and community centres. 121 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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The scheme will help to meet its global climate change commitments as electricity will substitute kerosene for lighting purposes. Easy access to electricity in turn will also help in improving education, health, connectivity with the multiplier effect of increased economic activities and job creation.



What is Deen Dayal Upadhyay Gram Jyoti Yojana?  



Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Gram Jyoti Yojana is a Government of India scheme, launched on 25th July 2015. The DDUGJY is one of the flagship programmes of the Ministry of Power.



Objectives:     



Ministry of Power, Government of India has launched Deen Dayal Upadhyaya Gram Jyoti Yojana for rural areas having following objectives: To provide electrification to all villages, Feeder separation to ensure sufficient power to farmers and regular supply to other consumers, Improvement of Sub-transmission and distribution network to improve the quality and reliability of the supply and Metering to reduce the losses.



The power sector of India: a quick glance:  







India’s ranks third globally in terms of electricity production. Sources of power generation in India range from conventional sources such as coal, lignite, natural gas, oil, hydro and nuclear power to viable non-conventional sources such as wind, solar, and agricultural and domestic waste. Electricity comes under the concurrent list.



Problems of power sector in India:  



The deeply troubled power sector accounts for almost one-tenth of all bank loans in India. The power sector is also facing significant technological challenges as the cost of solar energy continues falling. 122 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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Increasing power generation costs due to limited fuel availability, poor financial health of State Discoms, high AT&C losses have contributed in suppressed demand projections by State Discoms Power plants and utilities face major constraints and delays regarding the availability of land and obtaining the requisite environment and other clearances for the projects. Apart from these, there is a significant amount of shortage of manpower and machinery equipments.



Government initiatives:   



The Ministry of Power, Government of India, has taken various measures to achieve its aim of providing 24X7 affordable and environment friendly ‘Power for All’ by 2019. The Government of India has initiated 10-year tax exemption for solar energy projects order to achieve India’s ambitious renewable energy targets by the year 2022. The revised Tariff Policy was notified by Ministry of Power with a focus on ‘4 Es’ i.e. Electricity for all, Efficiency to ensure affordable tariffs, Environment for a sustainable future, Ease of doing business to attract investments and ensure financial viability.



Integrated Power Development Scheme (IPDS) for urban areas provides for:   



strengthening of sub-transmission and distribution networks in urban areas; metering of distribution transformers/feeders/consumers in urban areas; and IT enablement of distribution sector and strengthening of distribution network.



Operationalization of Power System Development Fund (PSDF) shall be utilized for the project proposed by distribution utilities for:     



creating necessary transmission system of strategic importance; installation of shunt capacitors etc. for improvement of voltage profile in the grid; installation of standard and special protection schemes; and Renovation and Modernisation of transmission and distribution systems for relieving congestion; etc. Ujwal Discom Assurance Yojana (UDAY) scheme has been launched for operational and financial turnaround of Discoms.
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MAINS MARATHON COMPILATON (NOVEMBER) Q.22) What do you mean by term “Digitalization”? How it will help in achieving cashless economy? What are the advantages and disadvantages of cashless economy? What are the various steps taken by government towards cashless economy? Ans. Meaning of Digitalization:  



Digitalization is the integration of digital technologies into everyday life by the digitization of everything that can be digitized. Digitalization also means the process of making digital everything that can be digitized and the process of converting information into digital format.



How it will help in achieving cashless economy?   



Digitalization help in achieving cashless economy by increasing digital literacy and Internet access. Through digitalization no liquid money is used by the society. All transactions are done by using cards or by digital means. The people using the means of e-commerce, mobile banking or Internet banking for their purchase or for their transaction.



Advantages of cashless economy: Advantages for the society:       



Reduces the circulation of liquid money The black money or parallel money cannot be able to sustain The transaction process and purchase will made easy No need to carry cash. Just carrying the required cards or mobile banking will suffice. More sense of safety with a PAN protected card etc. No fear of being robbed unlike carrying cash and letting everyone know that there could be something worth snatching. Now labour get their payment in their bank accounts therefore minimum wages as per Indian Labour Law can be ensured.



Advantages for the economy: 



Digital payments indirectly reduce expenditure in manufacturing currency notes and its transportation. 124 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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Electronic transactions also help in curbing corruption and black money flow which in ameliorate economic growth. It becomes easier to determine how much was spent where, and one able to manage the budget. Cashless economy increase transparency in the system



Advantages for the government:    



The government can control the financial transactions in the society. More transparency and easy to track money laundering and other such activities. Helps to eliminate counterfeit currencies If the government finds a person guilty government can block his/her transaction.



Disadvantage of cashless economy:  



  



Higher risk of identity theft Cashless transaction system is not widespread due to lack of education and technology gap which is a matter of concern and must be addressed by government or financial institutions. Direct threat to cyber security and individual financial data. Increase in online banking fraud. As per the survey automation will cut 70,000 jobs in India.



What are the various steps taken by government towards cashless economy? 



  







The Digital India Programme is the flagship programme launched by the Government of India with a vision to transfer India into digitally empowered society and knowledge economy. The government has come up with a rash of discounts and freebies on digital transaction. The Unified Payments Interface (UIP)-the payment system that allows mobile-enabled money transfer between bank accounts is also a step towards digitalization of economy. Many banks have launched UPI apps, the Bharat Interface for Money (Bhim), the common app that can be used by anyone who has a bank account with a linked mobile number. Bhim provides a Smartphone front-end to make bank-to-bank payments. The Finance minister in his budget speech announced two schemes for promoting Bhima referral scheme and a merchant cash-bank scheme
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The government also unveiled two schemes –Lucky Grahak Yojana and Digi Dhan Vyapaar Yojana for customers and trades alike to promote mobile banking and epayments. Finance minister Arun Jaitley proposed a slew of measures to hasten India’s movement to a cashless economy like ban on cash transactions more than Rs 3 lakh, tax breaks for the creation of a cashless infrastructure, greater usage of non-cash modes of payments and making Aadhaar based payments more widespread. The budget proposed to ban all cash transactions above Rs 3 lakh, in line with the recommendations of the Special Investigative Team (SIT) on black money. The budget also announced the setting up of a separate payments regulator within the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) to regulate the payment space. A review of the Payments and Settlements Act will also undertake, aimed at its overhaul. Aadhaar pay, a merchant version of Aadhaar-Enabled Payment System (AEPS), will be launched soon to enable those who do not have debit cards, mobile wallets and mobile phones to make digital payments. The budget also suggested additional cashless initiatives like Aadhaar-based smart cards for senior citizens. The budget also announced a computer emergency response team for the financial sector (CERT-Fin) to increase of digital transactions.



Conclusion Becoming digital is indeed the way forward for India, due to a number of attendant benefits, such as ease of access and operation, and also because of the spill-over effects in the domain of curbing corruption and maladministration. But, at the same time, the importance of becoming digital with the necessary security in place, coupled, with ensuring greater awareness and access for the deprived populace is also a priority that should not be ignored. India needs to have a legal framework that meets with the expectations, both legal and of a public nature, as prevail in the jurisdictions from which data is being shipped to India.
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MAINS MARATHON COMPILATON (NOVEMBER) Q.23) What do you mean by term “Non-Performing Assets (NPA)”? What are its implications on the Indian economy? What are the steps taken by the RBI, the Government of India in achieving lower NPAs through legal mechanisms? Ans. The Centre recently unveiled an ambitious plan to infuse Rs 2.11 lakh crore capital over the next two years into public sector banks(PSBs) saddled with high, non-performing assets and facing the prospect of having to take haircuts on loans struck in insolvency proceedings. What are Non-Performing Assets?    



A loan or lease that is not meeting its stated principal and interest payments. A loan is an asset for a bank as the interest payments and the repayment of the principal amount create a stream of cash flows. Banks usually treat assets as non-performing if they are not serviced for some time. If payment has not been made as of its due date then the loan gets classified as past due. Once a payment becomes really late the loan gets classified as non-performing. A non performing asset (NPA) is a loan or advance for which the principal or interest payment remained overdue for a period of 90 days.



Impacts of NPAs:   



  



 



The higher is the amount of non-performing assets (NPA) the weaker will be the bank’s revenue stream. Indian Banking sector has been facing the NPA issue due to the mismanagement in the loan distribution carried by the Public sector banks. As the NPAs of the banks will rise, it will bring a scarcity of funds in the Indian markets. Few banks will be willing to lend if they are not sure of the recovery of their money. The shareholders of the banks will lose of money as banks themselves will find it tough to survive in the market. This will lead to a crisis situation in the market. The price of loans, interest rates will shoot up badly. Shooting of interest rates will directly impact the investors who wish to take loans for setting up infrastructural, industrial projects etc. It will also impact the retail consumers, who will have to shell out a higher interest rate for a loan. All these factors hurt the overall demand in the Indian economy. 127 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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Finally, it will lead to lower growth and higher inflation because of the higher cost of capital.



Steps proposed by RBI: 



   



Restructured standard account provisioning has been increased to 5% making it easier for banks to go for restructuring. On the flip side, this has the potential to enhance tendency of evergreening of loans. RBI has directed banks to give loans by looking at CIBIL score and is encouraging banks to start sharing information amongst themselves RBI has directed banks to report to Central Repository of Information on Large Credit (CRILC) when principal/interest payment not paid between 61-90 days RBI has asked banks to conduct sector wise/activity wise analysis of NPA SEBI has eased norms for banks to convert debt of distressed borrowers into equity



5/25 scheme 











For existing and new projects greater than 500 crores and also for existing projects which have been classified as bad debt or stressed asset, bank can provide longer amortization periods of 25 years with the option of restructuring loans every 5 or 7 year The advantage of this scheme is that it provides for longer lending period with inbuilt flexibility. Shorter lending periods leads to companies stretching their balance sheet to pay back loan. From bank’s point of view it is helpful as freshly restructured asset is considered as bad debt and requires 15% provisioning by banks against such loans leading to erosion of profitability for banks



Strategic Debt Restructuring Scheme 



This scheme provides for an alternative to restructuring. Wherever restructuring has not helped, banks can convert existing loans into equity. The scheme provides for creation of Joint Lenders Forum which is to be given additional powers with respect to:



1. Management change in company getting restructured 2. Sale of non core assets in case company has diversified into sectors other than for which loans were guaranteed 3. Decision by JLF on debt restructuring by a majority of 75% by value and 60% by number
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Banks do not have expertise of managing companie The Joint Lenders Forum mechanism has an inherent conflict between large banks and small lenders. The large banks have huge exposure and thus they want to restructure the loans so as to avoid provisioning. The smaller lenders fear arm twisting by large banks. Since they have less exposure they are unwilling to throw good money after bad and prefer to sell their exposure to ARCs as HDFC did in case of EssarSte



Assessment of SDR 



SDR is not performing too well. Of the 21 cases in which SDR has been invoked, only 4 have been closed. The problems are:



1. 2. 3. 4.



Difficulty in finding buyers Buyers demanding prices that are unacceptable Creditor’s concern over their source of funding and credibility In the absence of potential buyers, bank wouldn’t want to hold onto these assets indefinitely. Unless and until a mechanism is devised which charts out a course of what to do thereafter, it doesn’t make much sense to do this conversion 5. Disagreement over valuations 6. Banks not willing to take severe haircuts. 7. Problem particularly acute in the infra sector where the valuations have drastically declined over the past 2-3 years 



Scheme for sustainable structuring of stressed assets – This allows banks to split the stressed account into two heads – a sustainable portion that the bank deems that the borrower can pay on existing terms and the remaining portion that the borrower is unable to pay(unsustainable). The latter can be converted into equity or convertible debt giving lenders a chance to eventually recover funds if the borrower is unable to pay. The Scheme will help those projects which have started commercial operations and have outstanding loan of over Rs 500crore. Banks will also need to set aside higher provisions if they choose to follow this route.
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To help restore credit flow to stressed sectors such as steel etc as credit lending condition have been eased in the scheme Banks can rework their stressed accounts under the oversight of an external agency. This means greater transparency in functioning of banks. This is a provision of the scheme itself. Banks had earlier complained of activism by investigative agencies in probing bad debt which made it difficult for them to go for restructuring in even genuine cases This scheme would not only strengthen the lender’s’ ability to deal with stressed assets, but would also put real assets back on track, benefitting both banks and the promoters of troubled entities.



Government initiatives to tackle NPAs: Promulgation of Banking Regulation (Amendment) Ordinance: It helps in the following ways:   



It empowers the RBI to direct Banks to initiate insolvency resolution, wherever such need arises. It also give advice to baking agencies on ways of tackling with its stressed asset problems. It aims to check this menace in a time bound manner and helps in timely recovery of the stressed assets.



Incorporation of SARFAESI ACT: 



The Securitization and Reconstruction of Financial assets and Enforcement of Security Interest Act 2002 empowers the banking systems to auction residential or commercial properties (except agricultural land) to recover their loans.



Debt Recovery Acts: 



These laws established debt recovery tribunals with the power to recover debts of Banks and Financial Institutions.



Concept of Bad Banks: 



In this concept the banking institutions sell their bad loans to an intermediary and thus they write off their bad loan and intermediary has to recover the loan from the defaulter.



Mediation for loan recovery:
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This concept was introduced so that genuine defaulter, who are unable to pay off their loans, but are not able to put forward their situations with the banking authorities, hire a mediator, who discusses this with the banking officer and come to a solution.



Strategic Debt Restructuring (SDR): 



Creditors could take over the assets of the firms and sell them to new owners.



Sustainable Structuring of Stressed Assets (S4A): 



An independent agency hired by the banks will decide on how much of the stressed debt of a company is sustainable



The government recently passed an ordinance to amend certain sections of the Banking Regulation Act, 1949: 



This allow the banking companies to resolve the issue related to stressed assets by initiating the insolvency proceedings whenever required. This is in addition to the recently promulgated Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 which provides for time bound resolutions of stressed assets.



Government promulgated the Banking Regulation(Amendment) Ordinance, 2017 with the following features:  



It was passed to deal with stressed assets, particularly those in consortium or multiple banking arrangements. It authorize the RBI to direct banking companies to resolve the issue related to specific stressed assets, by initiating insolvency resolution process wherever required.



Public asset reconstruction agency(PARA): The Public Sector Asset Rehabilitation Agency (PARA) colloquially called “Bad Bank” is a proposed agency to assume the Non-Performing Assets (NPA) of public sector banks in India and to deal with the recovery of the bad loans. This agency has been proposed in Economic Survey 2016-17. Conclusion: Looking at the giant size of the banking industry, there can be hardly any doubt that the menace of NPAs needs to be curbed. It poses a big threat to the macro-economic stability of the Indian 131 Created with by ForumIAS.com – The Knowledge Network for Civil Services. Visit http//forumias.com New! http://forumiasacademy – Prelims & Mains Test Series
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